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••1 have my faults,
but being wrong
ain•t one of •em ...
-Jimmy Hoffa
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Much of what you do not know about Pro-

fessor James Glace is revealed in his memoir,
What We Had. He reflects upon his mother's
alcoholism, his father's
seeming indifference, his
tense relations with his
brother and hisownemotionally uncertain and
violent nature as a youth.
He writes of being a
schoolboy: ''I gave out
valentines on February
14th, asked Marie Silvia
to many me and clowned my way into making friends, played free-all in the rocky schoolyard, passed notes, had horse chestnut fights,
built a snow-and-ice fort, collected the papers
at the end of class, went to Sunday school,
walked home in the June street patrol. But
then at home I took a knife and tore through
my mothei's dresses hanging in the closet,
threatened the neighborhood by turning on
the gas in the cellar nearby, poured potassium
in the milk delivered .next door, broke into a
police barn and leaped from couches and
porches until I had to be pinned down."
What We Had is Chace's way of "getting down
whatitwasliketobeaboywhogrewupinaNew
England town, FallRi~, Massachusetts, once a
very powerful city, in a .climate of decay m:i
general depression, and a place where the
American dream had ceased 1o exist -the idea
that you could dO anything was no JOOger~ ·
No future seemed possible." On the other hand,
Chase says,#America wasootasplitsocietybad<
then" While youths may have had personal
~Mili~~~~w~oo~
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values, ''smreright,sotrewrong."
f?uringthecourseofhismemoir,itseemstha.t
Otase Iret evexy leading figure of the era from
T.S. Eliot to Billie Holiday. He learned how to
write fiction from ArchiOOld Macleish, how to
ruinapartyfromDylanThornasandrowtolove
from his first wife, the well-known poet Jean
Valentine. After graduating from Harvard with
a degree in French and Italian litemture, Chase
travelled to France both to write a libretto for an
opera and a novel. He later journeyed to Peru to
fird thegraveofhisbrother and subsequently to
Nicaragua to find the logic of clandestine war.
literature has alWays been a passion for him,
but the rnaprity of his }xx>ks are non-fiction.
Olacehasauthoredtenbooks,examiningeverything from Star Wars to General Motors. He has
editedatleasthalfadozenpumals,fromforeign
Affairs to Esquire to The New York Times Book RevieW. He has lectured at Columbia, Yale,
Georgetown and, of course, Bard. He wrote the
first article in print that said the unification of
Germany was "inevitable," proving that he has
on a few occasions ''guessed righl"

the family's ties to the local cotton mills. His college and I've always oonsidered myself tte
future, and theirs, would have been more first ~ietnam dove,' because I was protesting
financially secure had his mother not acci- withFreoch studentsalx>ut French involvement
dentally burnt up, while cooking a turkey, an in Indochina and was beaten up by the French
inheritance of thirty thousand dollars in cash. police. Before I went to Paris, I was much more
The money had been hidden in an oven for interestedinliteraturethanpolitics..butlauneto
safe keeping.
Chace managed to escape Fall River on a
fellowship to France. While there, he became a
Cold War spy, assembling reports on French
politics for American intelligence services. He
writes: 11I was to go to the Cafe Veil on the Rue
Royale, pretend to be reading the Herald Tribune by punching a hole through the paper so
I could catch sight of him as I entered the cafe
and then place my incriminating document
under a folded copy of the Trib." Chace looks
back on that experience unot with pride, but
oot with shame either." He says, "It was more
amusing than anything else.. .I regret it in a
way, because I don't really like the notion of
spying on one's allies."
''Basically,IspenttroStofmylifeasa pllb~Nler
and an editor.. .I carne at foreign affairs at an

realizethatartandpooticswerenotasantithetical

as I had thought. .. Artd.idn'thavetobesepuate
from politics to be good."
Glace recently returned from a lecturing tour
of treCzech Republic, Germany, and Franre. He
says~ trip was ''basically tmdetwritten by ire
US. State Department To give them aedi~ they
don't know what I'm going to say. And not very
many countries would let soireOre go over and
ta1kabout[thenation's)lorei.gnpolicywithanew
administration coming in." His trip to Canada,
will addre$ some Parliamentarians,
where
hasbeendeJayed untilnextSeptcrnber,ooaaxnmt
ofhisdisl.ocatedsroukler.
"Up to now, the Ointon foreign policy has
been faltering ... What I worry about the
Ointonians is that they don't have a full sense

re
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Committeemeetingfocusedon the campus, especiallycampusparties.
However, given that the crimes
have not been directly linked to
non-Bard individuals, and since
access to the campus cannot be
Bard Campus. regulated by Serurity, the group
The SLC met agreed to initiate another plan to
with
Jim alleviate the situation.
Under this plan, based on a proBrudvig, Jeff
Huang, Bob posal put forth by D'Amato, two
Boyce and teams of Bard students will patrol
Antonia the campus as a form of students-D'Amato to discuss an active way for-students watch. The patrols,
to battle these problems.
perhaps to be named 11Bard
·Thegroupdiscussed thedilemma Guards," will begin their actiOn afof vandalism on the Bard Campus, ter a training session following the
which is particularly hard to patrol Spring break. Two teams of patrols
due to the campus' diffuse and iso- would cover the north and south
lated nature. After debating the campuses, would be able to enter
possibility that the recent crimes dorms and would cany flashlights
~ere committed by non-Bard indi- and two-way radios linked to a
viduals, the group discussed op- dispatcher in the Security Office.
tions which would limit the access Bob Boyce stressed that the train-

Friday night in the parking lot
of South Hall, the Red Hook Fire to the fire enDepartment had to be called in to gine. By7:50,all
extinguish a the flames were
B a r d out after the
student's car firemen had
which had flooded the car
caught on through its brofire. The Ford ken windows.
"We snuffed
Thunderbird
was totalled this one pretty
by what the quick," comFire Chief mented one fire
fighter. The
identified as an electrical fire.
According to Director of Secu- cause of the fire
rity Bob Boyce, the incident was was attributed
reported at 7:15 pm. First-year to an electrical
student Dave Loebell spotted the short behind the
fire which 11ooked ·like a small passenger side
sparkler." Loebell saw the "col- of the dash
umn of smoke first," then smelled board. There
the noxious fumes before he went
to the Security office: Director of
·the Physical Plant Dick Griffiths
and two others tried to putout the from the fire
fire with portable extinguishers reached
from South Hall but were unsuc- Hegeman and
cessful until the fire truck arrived. Kline.
In an interview Tuesday afterFire Engine #3 and two emergency vehicles arrived in addi- noon, Boyce discussed the retion to the fire chief's car. Five fire quirement "thoroughly out-lined
fighters wearing full gear, includ- in the Student Handbook" that all
ing gas masks and helmets, spent students register their vehicles
about twenty minutes applying with Security. "Everyone should
water to the blaze from the two have a sticker and it doesn't cost
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period is very important be- stronginterest,1 'stated Brudvig. In- Bard College desperately needs to
causethe a'Bard.Guardsnrm.tStknow terested students should contact be linked into the E-Mail system of
their exact duties, their limitations Brudwig before the spring break. communicatiollt a system almost
and the proper procedure of pro- His office is in Ludlow Annex or he every other college has access to.
moting, foremost, student safety. can be reached via ext. 429.
1he response was that "it would be

The March 18th Student Ufe of non-Bard individuals ·to the ing

issues of rising vandalism, general
security, and
safety of mo-bility on the

·
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SLC member Walter Swett added
thattherolethatthestudentpatrols
are to play in the donns should be
well-defined so that patrols know
what is considered a 11crime." The
option of a pennanent post for a
patrol,inasmallshelterinthecenter

of the campus, for example, was
proposed by SLC member Sesame
Lee. Brudwig, Boyce and Huang
said that this option is feasible after
more consideration and p1anning.
IndividUals patrolling as '13ard.
Guardsn willinitiallybevolunteers,
and as it stands, the program. could
evolve into a work-study or even,
in the longer~non work-study
job if it is successful on the trial
basis. '~ only prerequisite is a

Anotherspedficsafetyissuecon- checked into." A story about the
sidered at the meeting was the usefulness of this system to Bani
Manor Gate curve. S.L.C. member, students and the SLC's struggle to
Malia DuMont suggested a mirror get this system is forthcoming in
be placed on this oomer so that the Observer.
The general conditions of the
people and cars might see what is
coming around the curve. Huang campus-mud, ice and puddless.clld he had already read this idea were not discussed, but concerned
on a proposalalready,and therefore students should oontactSLC memit was probably in the works. Swett bers via campus mail. The SLC
suggested that a better sidewalk wouldappreciateanystudentinput
surface be made along this dan- into the current crisis of vandalism,
gerous curve so that students are the condition of the campus and
not forced to walk on the road itself. the need for E-Mail, so that it can
Damnath Detissera again urged voice students' concerns to the
authorities.
V'
Boyce, Huang and Brudvig that

Tbc .1CI"'mc l..Ovy Bconomlcs Insduue of Bard Collcac

SPRING1993
LEVY INSTnVTE LECTURE SERIES

Friday March 26~ 1993
4:00 p.m. Lecture
anything/' he affirmed. Security
has started to "red-tagu automobiles with multiple violations,
meaning that they are in danger
of being towed off-campus to a
stationelevenmilessouthofBard
on9G,allatthestudentasexpense.

Albert Ando, Professor of Economics, University
of Pennsylvania will be giving a lecture on "United
States • Development in the 1980's".
Part of a free lecture series - everyone is welcome.
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Mandala Octet performs to an empty house
I was the third person in Olin named Siri. Siri lives
Auditorium on the nightofMarch in the Syracuse Zoo
17th. It was five minutes before and paints with brush
playing time. and ink. The Octet has
A member of dedicated this CD to
the
band her, and a painting
briefly ap- done by the behemoth
peared on graces the back cover.
stage,
Of all the Octet's
counted the · songs on Wednesday
number night, 11 The Last Elpresent in
ephant'' was the most
audiance, impressive. Starring
and turned to the rest of his com- Curtis Hasselbring on
padres to say, #Let's wait a few trombone as 11The Elminutes." Fifteen minutes later, ephant," "The Last
the crowd had swelled to twelve, Elephant" combined modern jazz
and the Mandala Octet, deciding sounds with rhumbas and congas.
to take advantage of the influx of At points, I could almost imagine
listeners, fina1ly began playif\g ... an elephant romping through the
There were only seven songs savannahs of Africa, trumpetduring the entire concert. Three ing-or tromboning, as the case
of them were tributes: '~aikal" may be. At other times, I felt as if
referred to the largest freshwater I were witness to an elephan.t's
lake in the world, which is located death march, an ~~elephant blues"
in Siberia and holds almost one- complete with the dying bellow
fifth of the world's drinking wathe great beast.
ter supply; "The Fall of the Berlin
The solos in 'The Last Elephant"
Wall" was written before the Wall were outstanding. Leaman on
actually came down-the name standup bass was the most
sort of speaks for itself; "'The Last expressive soloist, making strange
IDephant,U the title track of the faces at his instrument and all but
Octet's latest album, was com- dancing around it as he furiously
posed to glorify an elephant ·plucked away. Hasselbring on

squeaks. That's rot fleeted the Octet's preference to
to say that I didn't the bass,as the brass quintet stood
like tre solos, but in a diagonal line aimed at the

the

ot

trombone was simply amazing.
As a fellow trombonist, I know
that making elephant sounds is
not easy. It's a lot harder than it
looks if you want it to sound right.
The only problem I had with any
of the solos was when the
saxophones spazzed out on stage.
Maybeit'sjustme,butwhenasax
player solos, it looks like he's
constipated. His face turns red,
then blue, then purple, veins pop
out of his neck, he clenches his
instrument tightly to his chest
while edgingupand down on the
balls of his feet, sometimes
squeezing his knees together as
he makes short, high-pitched

.fur de-5talinizatim"
Jan Kava~\ a writer and pominent tionsand dreams."
urn ImSt Cmtrai and East Euro- In1967,KavanwasastudentJead.
social ammenfator of the Cnrll Re~spokeonMatdl16dtabouttre pean muntries, wries were the first Heandhisfriendsmaderopiescitb!
phenomenon to articu1ate the hopes and desires of Two-Thousand-Word Manifesto,
ofthewriuas tbe~NKavansaid. NAfte-Wodd challellgingthestatusquo.When the
political activ- warn,many,butnotaa writers~ WtJtSaw Pactannyinvadedard put
ist in Europe. porEdenthusiastimllythedlmm,the an end to the Pmgue Sprin& thereHe achieved umpa of roumunism, in its aim at ~movemcnt in the capital,. am-his notoriety [establisldng] a just order.,., This fact namistscited thestudentSmanifesk>
bothinandout may seem odd in 'lJJ/'lfJ hisDical and theresurttnionofPmnzKaBca's
of his muntry :hi:ndsigh1w. since we now krow that workasinspringthesocialagitaticl\
. • ~of
the close link belor founding oommunist totalitarianism was a gwmg
.
the Palach nightmare.Wrile'swerethefirstsx:ial tween literature and pOOtics.
PressAgerv..yto sp'E9d awareness of gtO\Ipk)~N>I.naali'7AthisandmaJce
Kavan went to great lengths to
- · ....~·~.
events behind the Iron Curtain in tre itknoWilrfirstinHungaryinthe1950s point out that 1968 was rot the.simpest two decades of .repre91ion. The and then in C2B:hoslovalda in the plistic amfrcldation of amwmmisls
New Ymker 1m written, Hf:ie was a 196£& 'WritErssp61fheaded the po- and reformers that it has been pll'one-man clmring house of despem- testsandservedasadalystsin the~ trayed mbe; rather, it Was Nfue rulminationof writers and artists making an a~ at lu.anan dignity.

+Star OraYel
Joan L. Howe
Manager

31 East Market

Red Hook

NY 12571

sometimes I do rhythm section, who took center
wonder why they stage. At first glance, the setup
have to look so might have seemed to lean tostrange. Thepianist wards a "big band" sound, but
John Medeski got the Octet had anything but a big
his chance to shire, band quality. Only one song,
too,settinganaccel- "Baikal," came close to' a big band
erating tmlPJ that sound. The rest were, for the most
the drummer and part, "modem" jazz, free-wheelbassist struggled to ing, no standard melody pervadmaintain. I am a bit ing the whole piece, wildly cadisappointed that cophonous strains alternating
percussionist CePe with calm harmonious swings, all
Calderazzoneverhad thcopportunity to the running steps of the bass.
to jam out, buthewasoneof the most
I should also mention that the
innovative drummers I've seen, amp for the stand up bass was the
reaching over the drum 5l:.'t to whack only electronic piece of equipment
away at the bass with a to~ on stage. There were no microamongofre" things.
phones anywhere, completely
One thing that stood out in the unlike the other two jazz bands
Mandala Octet's perfonnancewas the Entertainment Conunittee has
the actual tone of the music. While sponsored. While the solos did
the Dave Murray Octet and the get a bit overwhelmed, especially
Either /Orchestra, both of whom the lower register, the acoustic
played at Bard in previous semes- sounds worked well with the diters,
were
founded
by mensions of the auditorium. All
saxophonists, the Mandala Octet in all, the Octet sounded like a
was founded by a bassist, and I band one would expect a Bard
think there is a distinct differenc graduate to fonn: environmenin the style and sound of the mu- tallyaware, musically progressive
sic. The entire setup on stage re- and emotionally expressive. Yir

Powofess. Its nesage, says Kavan, krhimself,said.no.Heendorsedwith
w.;that''onceyousOOutloudenough fa:wdoptimismHavel's visionofsothattheEmperoris~thepiDarof dety, be:ause he felt that it was a
theregime..ifnotdestmyed,isshaker\ IBl!9SalY idmand that any other aland that am lead mprotests." Kavan ternative wou1d perpetuate the syssrmggled the essay out to lkitain. temardbedemamingmhimlelfand
Four weeks later, Havel was impris- evecyoneelse he knew.
oned for four and a half years.
The wries had established a alftThemanwmwouldadEOidelate' stant can ror action, and m1989, "'the
'becxllretheherooftheVelvetRevolu- ComnuUst government fell lilre a

tiol\ (9o.al1led bemuse it did not in- housedaudswithhundredsoftho
volve retributim again'it ~ bmer sandsofdtizensoutin the ~for
CDnll'Ulist:lmders), wasMskeptical three weeks shaking their key~
of capitalism as communism. ,.,A ard smuting, We dm't want to be
persoo. seduced by the OOimDIH so- the last,' meaning the ba European

Societywasawakmed~andthen

detyisademorali28ipersont Havel natiook>ovelthrowlheamtu.mists.,
wrole.Jn 1978-9Ha'W!Ididnotbelieve
KavanwoneJediontoapartiamnthat a Western model woold be an taJ:yseatinJunelmmagovemment
appopiate substitute, because in it dominated byOvicFmun, the main .
peoplearemanipulatedinwaysuoe mganizationofthedisEiidents.lnjune
subt1e than in the brutal methods of 1992,. the fonner dissidents did mt

aune tbepublicmDsforrebm,and
not vi"eflet'Sil!'

a society based m ethical issues. call- get reoognized as a legitimate party.

lotalitariansystems.Haveldemanded makethefive--penBllrequinmmtto

Owier77 was the name given to ingfa-an existential revclutionbased
.Cm:fl dissidents in the ~ after onmetaJXlysicalpditiadphi]o6ophy,
their doannent of the same name, becausehedidnotbelieveanymxlels
whichmlkdfcrluunanrightsintheir iniJXDOO fran abroad woo1d pronatioo.Thedoannentwassignedby ducethesame material suooe58 there
manywriters,artistsandactivisls. In quiddyo-effectivdy.
WereHavelandKavan ~op
1979,Vadav~tle\a~
wroteanes&lymlled ThePrx.oeroflhe thrists" at the time? Kavan, spE8ldng

Kavan offered an intriguing explanationb'thedramaticdlange:thec:tissidents served as an unp1EBsant ~
minderaboutthesilenceofthemtP'-

ity dtning the em of repre9lion. '1'o
have been a li~exampleof uneone who did what was said mbe

impal;iblemakesanunplEBsantmircontm:uaon
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Ne1Ns in Brje f
CluisEDiottisootamusicmapr,but
p1ayingtteguitarisoneolhisfavorite
loves. His senicr pqect will be a :tic001\ col1ection callErl''The Milkman
Corr6h.n A ~of his music can
be heard at Bard HallonApril14th.In
thesameway hisliteratureprojectwill
trock "sacred rows," his songs by to
find the irony in tre "WOrld arourd us.
Alth>ugh s:>rre of Elliott's songs
havecausticroughOO.ges, his point''is
ret that I know any better what the

looking at tre canmen:ial aspED of

music. His songs, he OOpes, "demonstrate a certain sincerity. If they don'~
I've failed. It'~ that sense that should
correacrossin thelyricsthat'snotone
of indifference or superiority, and I
think that is in most of my rrrusic. Not
the early songs about dead dogs ard
premature ejaculation. That was just
mepickingupaguitarandgoing, you

answersfor theworldar e,butthatl'm
just~ as everyone else."

"'t's difficult to write anything that
doesn'tsourdcliche," saysEiliott.'1t:'s
up to the artist lO(X)].'reup with a new
dicre or to give ita twist that nlakes it
worthwhile to think about"
"Ifs all about making a (.'()IUl6jjon
throughimaginatioo. I'd have a hard
time saying what is a 'greaf song.
There are all types of soogs that I can't
~[why] peoplelike[tran1 but they
mean something to people. Take krow, an out to get a reaction. •. "
Michael Bolton,. for instance: I can't
"I've gotten a few laughs ftt my
stand hhn...but poople like him...the DlgS,and I think thatthey're hum:rmusic industty has to !Dille ex1ent ous. It's sort of become my rep
creatrohim,plCkagedhimprorroted now...The most nerve-wracking exhis work-but in the end, poople are perience was when I tried to play a
piddngup hisCDsand thatsaysthey seriouspiece,myfirst BEmuseit'sone
find sanething in them which md1y thing to play light DlgS, sina! if yoo
:r.:.,:-vesthem.Thafswhati t'sallabout messupachmioralineof~yoo
Hit sells, there's SOOlething to it"
am play it off as part of the act."
Elliott stresses that he is IVJt just
Fl1iott grew up in Jol"aioo Gty,

After over three weeks of the
Davidians refusing to surrender,
authorities are still unsure when,
New York. Though hisfatherpl ayai
if
ever,
the guitar, and Elliott took part in the
David
musical part of Sunday servkl5, he
Koresh
said he's 1'not avery religious person,
emerge
and I doubt wteher any of that affrom the
(ected my music." After~years
compound
of participating in a high school
at Waco,
jazzband, he began to play guitar in
Texas.
Achis freshmctn year at Bard. He took a
cording
to
poem and set ittomusicduring L&T.
USA TO"I never had much ronfidence in
DAY, Koresh has said that asmy singing. This mt the voice of an
trological signs may mean that
opemstar.So,I wasvexyself-amcious
God is ready for them to come
with my voice...&l, why not use it to
out, and authorities hope this
perlorm and make fun of performeans that surrender will come
manreswithsinging? Arditworl<ed! ·
with the new moon. According
People thought it was funny ... I
to the Poughkeepsie journal on
wouldn't call my s:>ngwriting marTuesday, the FBI has resorted to
velouslyta1ent00. Perhapsit'srd:art,.
playing religious chants in a
but it is fun."
frustrated attempt to get sect
Elliott has begun to experitrent,
members to surrender. No one,
mixinghurnrnablernelodies with lyrexcept those on s~te of the fiasco,
ics that ''bristle." Songs like
can know how true this is, but
NQnderella" are examples. Elliott
exaggerati ons of the event will
changes the :idea cia lost slipper to a
undoubtab ly continue for quite
bulJetthato olymatclea unique gun
some time. Plans for a televi~<m
barrel, and a11 during the
lYe
movie have already begun.
aretoldabouttwoloversarguingovel"
Many people in America will
loves lhe other most Interestbe watching television next
ingly,heonlyboouneaserouslistener
Monday to see the outcome of
of Bob Dylan's work this past year,
ard it has not affected his deveJop- this year's Oscar Awards, but
Siskeland Ebert already had their
mentupt) row.
own personal awards show:
EDiott plans to amtinue to pursue
-who we would've picked."'
soogwritinginsome form after Bard. They
chose Howard's
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Cruise Ship Employment Now theSUJllll"8'tograduatestudentsand wanna write 'elt\ I wanna read lem.
hiring students. $300/$900 wkly. faculty, please write down patinent Whip rre, beat me, baby. CXten. And
Sumtr8"/Fu11Thne. Tour~Gift infonnatimandsenditthroughcam- do Ievergettofindout wro you are?
SOOp Sales, Dedc Hanclsr Bartenders, pusmailtotheMFAoffireorcallusat Awaiting with bosools lelving in
Casino Dealers, Etc. World travel - X481.
antid...-patkx\ Violet. p.s. that \\'$
Caribbean..~ E~ Hawaii.
danmedgoo d.damn.
NoExperier¥rN~. Callt.fJJ1.Graduating senior re:ds to sublet
68J.0323. Ext 23
anapartmentfOI'theSUilU'nel'.Ifyou'd
YoG(fixeds tar) Letssmoke~rest
DONOfCA ILnus NUMBER. 1ike to have a ~ quiet and dean of this year togetle' with an intel1ect
persmstayin your place, pleasedrop and a savoirfair~ Boy.
Global Studies- England,~ anottoBox1019.
J~Olina,CostaRica,India..Israel.
Retrospective rationalizatim is irSelf-designed study, emphasizing
Forsale:lhavetosellmyoomputerl relevant Whatever the reasom, you
experiential education, social respon- It's an IBM PS2/00, with a tmno- made)OOowndecisions. Tobringup
·sibility.Self-designedstudypmgrams duane display, and 111 throw in the Jo1eenisludicrous.Ihaverointerestin
irmrporating virtually any field of printer as well. Asking $500, but we your denial, defh.nion and lies. You
interest Cm:lits transferable to your can haggle.~~? Box 1165.
are responsibJe fa- the an;equences
college. Friends World Program, Box
of your relationships, and nomrount
ABC 239 Montauk Hwy.
Desperatelyseeking~ridesouthfor ofblamingo rhatred will change that;.
Southamptoo.. NY 11%8 (5f6) 283- Spring Break (Carolinas, Ceo~ or make your avoidanre anything
4(XX).
Florida). Plmserespt mdASAPto box other than the wmkness it is.
1
/
1198 or 752-7300.
Heading for EUROPE this sum-\'Vhat's the kml matter with you?
mer? Only $169!! Jet there anytime
Hey,ootstuff-just~ted toietyou Send amplaints to Box 892 MD.
with AIRl-ll10-n (Reported in let's know lllli$you.Hope~'rehaving
Go! &:: NY Tures.) ~ overseas (but rot 1QQ mhch>! I'll see
If you have funy toes and know
$129 each-way. AIRHlTCH # 212- youinMay.I1oveyou!
Wiggy- what to do with them tell box892.
864-2IDJ.
P.5. HAPPY' 21RSTBIR11IDAY!!!
. HeyQueenofPotatoOUps:Omck's
Sublets wanted: If yoo would like
Ok,Mr. Vf,Iacceptyourdlallenge. is biggeranyways. It:'sforreofhabi~I
tosubletyou rapartment orrousefor You &rune~~ familiar, but if you wanttoshar emycarrotw ithyou.O

.

Piggy

i

End over
The Crying Game for best picture,
although they both agreed that
"it was a very hard choice to
make."
Locally, IBM labm cuts have
already begun to affect the
Dutchess County economy. IJe.
tween 1991 and 1992, the number of vacancies in apartment
complexes has increased by almost one hundred percent from
3.2% in 1991 to just over 5.9% in
1992. Apartment building owners sadly predict that these in-

creases will continue, making it
even more difficult to find reliable tenants as many more
people are out of work in this
area than in previous years.
County Executive William R.
Steinhaus1 however, has announced that there will be
$50,000 in grants set aside to
"expand the supply of affordable rental housing for low income people and households ."
(Poughkeepsie Journal, March 23,
1993)

In Wallkill, housing is never
denied to prisoners of the
Shawangu nk Correction al Facility, and ·after a recent disturbance two inmates wiH get the
chance to remain imprisoned for
even longer than their original
sentences called. On Monday,
.twelve officers at the facility allegedly received bruises and
other minor wounds when inmates with self-made knives refused to calm down after two of
them had riled officers by
throwing urine at them. Eventually, the weapons were secured, and the outburst was
settled without injuring any of
the inmates. Charges against
the two inmates responsibl e,
Tbrothy Dumpson and Carlos
Garcia, are pending.
Also pending is a 7% tax increase for Rhinebeck residents.
The taxe increase was by school
Superinten dent Joseph Rickford,
who feels that the money will be
needed, especially if the school
district suffeiS a loss in state aid
this year. Otrer plans include the
closingofBulkeley Middle School
due to the building's poor structuralcondit ion,and theexpansi on
ofChancellor livingston Elementary School and Rhinebeck High
School. The residential vote on
this proposed budget will take
place Wednesday , May 19th.
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Senior Andy Gordner went to
the Stevenson Gymnasium approximately two Thursdays ago
and photocopied a section of
his Shadow Run
" S t r e e t
Samurai" roleplaying game
manual.
A
Bard
em-

ployee caught
a glimpse of

the manual and was frightened by
what they called "pictures of scarylookingweaporuy."Theemployee,

explaining, "what if the student really was interested in obtaining
thisweapomyr'Therewasaconcern that Gordner might have been
ordering firearms from a catalog
such as Gun and Ammo magazine.
Gordnerattemptedtoexplainthe
game and the contents of the
manual. He said it was similar to
Dungeons and Dragons, but that it
mixed "magic with technology
within the same game system."
Boycehadneverheard of Dungeons
and Dragons,and Morgan was only
vaguely aware of it.

Bard is "trying to build a commu-

nity where people are looking out
for one another, so that these concerns get aired." She recalled the
time a student brought a hunting

rifle with him to Bard and kept it in
his roo~ and that it was similar
student concern which resolved
that issue.
And what if Gordner had been
ordering weaponry? Morgan only
said that ''if you read the student
handbook, we have a clear statement that the possession of such
fireanns is not permitted."
Gordner gave Morgan a copy of
a Time magazine with a cover-story
on ''Cyberpunk/'anothernewroJeplaying game, in response to

"Iamtoouninfonnedaboutthese

after a weekend of reflecti~, reported what had been seen to Dean
of Students Shelley Morgan late
Tuesday, March 16th.
"I'his is one way student con-

role-playing games to know
whether they are common on the
Bardcampusoraboutexactlywhat
they involve," said Morgan.
The manual contains drawings of
cetns reach us," said Morgan, "by weapons for the game with names
people saying, 'For yourinf~rrna- 1ikeN~Pistoland.Rifle,Panther
tion, such and such is_EeinS.~~~.,,_ Cannon, Vindicator Minj..gtm, and
-·Gotdrier met WitflMorgan and . StirfaCetoAirmissile.Descriptionsof
Morgan had Gordner return on
Bob Boyce, Director of Security. theirftmctionsareprintedundemmth Thursday to show the manual.
Morgan invited Boyce to attend, each drawing.
"Oearly, it is an innocent game,"
Morgan said, and the meeting was
more to satisfy her curiosity than
anything else.
Gordner speculated that, in light
of the recent tragedy at Simon's
Rock of Bard College, it is likely
that Ludlow is more sensitive to
such events possibly occuring here

Morgan's request for more infor~~M~ mation on this activity. Morgan
realized that the episode was a

--..------ misunderstanding, but was

. _.....,.RJ...._

pleased at the opportunity it gave
her to learn about a part of the
student culture of which she was
pus.
Gordner had heard that the previously unaware.
Gordner called role-playing
assailant's Peer Counselor at
Simon's Rock was being sued for games, Na great cathartic release of
negligence. He was distressed to tensions and a fantastic waste of
think that Morgan had to respond time." He says that all types of
to the "rumor about him" and be people play, and that he has
"too vigilant'' out of concern for her particpated in different kinds on
own '1iability." Morgan thought and off since elementary school.
"It's really a lot of fun."
vthatmightbenacynical view,"since
on the Bard Cam-
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UNIVERSITY

UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES IN

GREAT BRITAIN
AUSTRALIA
IRELAND
NEW ZEALAND
Fully. integrated study at British, Irish,
. "New Zealand and Australian unive~ities

FALL OR SPRING SEMESTER • FULL YEAR
INSTEP • SUMMER PROGRAM • INTERNSHIPS
Study Abroad Information Session

Representative: Carolyn Watson

Date:
Location:

Thurs. March 25
11:30 - 1:30
Kline Dining Common

At Table

For fur.her infOrmation please contact: Your Study Abroad Office on campus
or the institute for St'..ldy Abroad, Butler Unive~ity, 4600 Sunset Avenue,

lndtanapolls, lN 46208, Tel:

3171283~9336

or l/800-368-6852 Ext. 9336.

continued from front p4gt it is rot in US. interest to continue io Macedonia, where there is not a
large Serb majority.u
of what our interests are, and that sell anns to Third Work:l nations.
they're driven by this strain in
"One regret of mine is that I had
His views received a favorable
American foreign policy of this reception in Europe. "Yet," he says, always been against the war in Viet-

notion ofAmerica's democratiZing
mission, its 'moral quest,' a very
Wilsonian idea, Alrerica as an exceptional country out to right
wrongs/'
"That we allocate 292 [billion] of
our Defense Budget, which was
last year 50S billion dollars, for the
defenseofEuropeagainsttheSoviet
Union makes no sense."
Chace believes that the US. is nota
supeqx>wer because of its economic
troubles. He defines America's geopoliticalinterestasmaintainingabalanred structure of power between
itself,thefoillB'SovietUniol\ClUna,
Germany-led Europe and Japan. To
accomplish this, the U.S. must accept
sotre sort of international oooperation, which would replace obsolete
organizations such as NAro, to ensure that boundaries are not altered

"I came back with a rather depressed feeling that Europe is unabletoactasEurope, that old habits
die hard •. .It's likelythatthe United
States is going to remain predominant, hegemonic, and the Europeans are going to accept this with
their usual griping and complaining.',
WhatdoesChacethinkabout the
fonner Yugoslavia? As a child, he
played war games with his friends,
pretending to be Yugoslav guerillas, the Partisans, who fought in
roving bands with hit-and-run tactics. The current struggle is very
different Chase feels that it may be
too late to intervene and that the
Serbs have succeeded in creating a

Greater Serbia out of Bosnia. 'We

should draw a line where we're not
going to let the Serbs move any
byfonebut~tion.Also, further. That logical place is

nam, butlhadn'tdoneeroughabout
it .. Sowhenlfoundmyselfonceagain

stronglyopposed to.AmericanpoHcy,
this time in Central America. •.I did
something about it...io ~point I
had trouble getting out. I rerrember,
I spent my fifty-first birttday urder
fire all night from the Contras...on
the Honduran-Nicaraguan border."
After two marriages, he is a bachelor again. His yo~ daughter is
eleven years old. He distan:es himself from rornmenting on Bani politics, his role on the President's Commission on the CunicuJum, and his
opinions on other faculty hiring matters. He prefers only to note that he is
pleased with the selection of the new
Latin American professor,alsoa specialist in Nicaragua. He is happy at
Bard and content in his professional
life. Irdeed, ore could say, his personal jo~ continues.
V'
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Dea d Goa_t Note s

II

let talk abou t me.
Is

The opinions in this column aresolely those of was a secret! We even pinkie-swore!"
It was unbelievable! Especially the part
Greg Giaccio lliUl his cret~tiue consultant, God.
about Jane Jetson. After aU, she was no
Back when I was in Our Lady of Eternal Wilma Flintstone.
Sfumpy was given the same deal as
GulltSchool, I had a drcleof friends from
and he turned inOne-Eyed Charlie.
Lefty,
is
This
ostracized.
which I was unfairly

Admittedly, it's been a strenuously long
winrerforme,Eli seandcountlesso therBatd
students. Normally winter has always been
my absolute favorite season since warding
off Mother Supreme Nature'schilling wrath
involves piling on vulgarly extravagant layers of clothing. The exhilarating sensation of
careening through a harsh winter night in
lush carpets of fur (fake, mind you-P.C.
note) is a delight rve
always cherished ever
since first laying eyes
on coquettish Julie
Christie in the film,
Doctor Zhivago. Somehowmyyoungps yche
became permanently
attached to the romantic notion of

surprised us if one of us was a girl in disguise. But instead, One-Eyed Charlie
turned. me in.
''I deny everything. That was~ girl, that
was my sister. I swear. I hate girls as much as
anyone. Why, justlastweek we were making
disgusting faces at the girls over there while
they were trying to eat#" I putestOO..
''Yeah, but how do we
know you weren'tdoingtha t
just to make yourself loo
like a girl-hater when you
really like girls."
"But Joey, what about the
time when we were throwing rocks at girls?"
"Funny how you didn't hit
any. In fact, you even throw
like a girl."
But then I remembered a
legal trick.
''I hate girls, touch black,
no take backs." I had them
there. Or so I thought.
"White out." Joey said

"dressing up like
you're in a Siberian
romance and holding
hands with Omar Sharif." However, as the
month of March rolls by, not even the comfort of floor-length fur can placate my distress caused by the never ending brutal
weather. Not to mention themertilessdam age done to a fine pair of shoes. Should I just
gooutand buyapairofTnnb erland, Barbour
or other boots of the Oenobyl sdlool of
fashion? Maybe not. But enough about me.

After c·areful amsideratioDr we decided to simply. There was a reason why we nick-

allow bim a special hearing as long as he
lorfeitedhisrightto~siJentand have
an attorney presenL
"So, Lefty, are you ready to forget your
former ways and come back to the fold?"
Joey asked. Joey got to run all of the
meetings because he was quickest to call
out "King, no higher, no lower. Touch
black, no take backs."
Lefty admitted his transgression, but
said he didn't inhale.
'Well, we might consider allowing you
to play a game of kick-ball with us, if you
give us the names of any other boys that
you lmow of who have had friendly relations with girls."
Lefty was stumped. And I won't even
say what Stumpy was when Lefty came
out with the following accusation,
''Stumpy told· me several weeks ago
that he got a funny feeling whenever Jane
Jetson appeared on television."
''Lefty," Stumpy said, "You said that

named him the Lawyer. That was the
only 1eg81 precedent that could overturn
a touch-black.
My sodallife was over. I stood accused
of liking girls ina system of justice where
you were guilty before proven innocent,
where you only got the rights you could
enforce on a dodge-ball court, where justice could be swayed by whomever
touched black first.
I am writing this now because the girl
social structure of St. Mary's collapsed
two years ago. With the fall of the Plaid
Curtain, new infonnation has come out
about the girl system of spies among the
boys. As it turns out, I was fully exonerated because Linda Falchisa put me on a
list of Boys We Wouldn't Be Caught Dead
With and passed it around hermathclass.
This document shows that I have never
had any interaction with that evil empire.
I now respectfully wait for a full apology
from Joey McCarthy.

A.imeeLind
(blond poetess/fierre bongo empress)

1.-MelissaNix
2. Nildd Taylor
3. Chloe Uparini
4. Will Sears
5. Jodi Cornish
6. <luis Homauer

e

8. Paul Similjan
9. Lola Glaudini &: Paul Thompson
10. Catherine (you koow who you are)

John Grauwiler
(dark &t handsome celebutante)
1. Alex Chessler
2. Ollis Chomedly
3. Rafe Greco
4.MikeGuy
5. Josh Paynter
6. Craig Peterson
7. Jesse James

$1249/cue

$12.99/cue
(cau)

41jji@la

(cca)

American Beer

eMiller
Reserve

·~avish" Lisa Kereszi

e

(hyper style maven/topless go-go diva)
1. Cree Nevins
2.JoeDelph

$7.29/cue
(boulm)

$3.29/6pk (cans)

Adirondack

ei...owenbrlu

e

3. urOscar Figueroa!!!

clear & natural

$7.29/12pk
(bottles)

4. Aimee Lind

$1.<19/l.S L

5. Christopher Pollard
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from five of Bard's mov--

ers and shakers. Keep in
each
that
mind
rontributots list follows
no specific order in terms
of ~ and these lists
aren't re<ESSarily people with whom they'd
want to share a bottle of Crisco while flipping
tbroughchapternineoftheKamaSutraonahot
stEamy night (altrough thafd be nice too).
Rather, in these contributors' opinions, their
lists indude students whom they find sexy,
attractive, channing and perhaps, a little bit
ll'VJI'e. Thus,ifyouareoo eoftheluckyfewt o be
on a list, dm't be alarmed: be grateful!
6.Maurya

7. Anina Moore
8. Sebastian Quezada

Lisa Anomaiprasert
(intoxicating, shady dominatrix)
1. Layla Childs

2.MikeGuy
3. Aimee lind
4.AmuPtah
5. Deena Yaeger
6. Tracy Lagrassa
7. Alex Auder
8. Nikki Taylor
9. Josh Paynter
10. Catherine Luttinger

Oscar Perez

10. Jeremy Wilson

Molsone

ding and interrogating
have produced five lists

10. Zumani Monet (go girl!)

8. Stephan Foenikos
9. Roger Scottland

supERMARkET of bEER ANd sodA
RT. 9 2 MilEs NoRTH of REd Hook TRAffic liGl-n

Budweiser

you, the Bard
student.
Darlings don't despair; you're winter
hangovers will soon be over! Spring,love
and the-soon-to-rome Bard Dating Game
are in the air! That's why yours truly has
roamed the campus; being a usual drunken
mess(mydeepes tapologiesforFri daynight)
in searchofBARD' SMOSTWANTED. You
see, ~hileyou'veall been working to achieve
academic nirvana, I on the other hand have
been hard at work compiling the ultimate list of
Bard'shottest,nm fabulous students. My
laborous efforts of prod-

9. Nicole de Jesus

7. Nick Zinner

Beverase way

(latin lover I film visionary)
1. Naomi Thorton
2. Nicole "Capt. Morgan" de Jesus
3. ,.Amalia the Greek"
4. Elise Kanda
5. Meika Rouda
6. Rubenesque beauties with disposable
razors
7. Jen Doricho
8. Jason Rosencrantz
9. Melissa Nix
10. Monica Huppenz

·_:.

i::Jy guest writers
.Jo;

II

This article is dedicated to

by Oscar Figueroa and Elise Kanda

We were pretty worried at this point.
the story of how it happened.
One week at the lunch table, I was sit- With all of this intrigue, it wouldn't have

ting with Lefty, Stumpy, "One-Eyed"
Charlie andJoey Mc:.Carthywhenhema.de
an announcement.
"A secret source has told me that we
have a traitor amongst us. One of our
number has kissed the enemy."
A serious accusation in the fifth grade,
especially when it was a girl who had
given Charlie his unfortunate
nickname. w~ caught Lefty
turning a peculiar shade of
pink.
"Lefty, are you now, or have
you ever, been in a relationship with a girl?'' Joey asked.
"N-n-n-no," he responded
nervously. Anyone oould tell
he was lying. That one barely
audible ''no'' was enough to
blackball Leftyfromthedo dgeballcourtand fromsittingnear
us at assemblies. Lefty got
prettylonelyand ,after a while,
came crawling back to us 10 reapplyforfriendsh ipprivileges.

Enou gh abou t you,

~.. ~
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International News Review
by Shawn Milburn

As you read this article, thousands of human beings are being raped and murdered in Bosnia and Herzegovina. The political and religious war between ~rbia
and the Bosnians continues with an estimated 130,000 Bosnians killed, 30 to 50,000
women and children raped; 70,000 men, women and children detained in concentration camps, and almost 2,000,000 refugees hidden throughout the war tom
former Yugoslavia.
In the past few weeks, the United Stated has begun to airlift food and medical supplies
into Bosnian territory. These supplies are intended primarily for those Bosnian refugees
hiding in the hills near Cerska, Zepa and Gorazde, but preliminary reports show that
two thirds of the supplies thus far have been intercepted by Serbian forces. Following
the initial drop of supplies by air, media correspondents throughout the area reported
a rise in Serbian aggression and a significant rise in Bosnian casualties. Without needed
supplies, or the realization of an active peace treaty between the two groups, Bosnia will
surely succumb to these heavy Serbian attacks.
There is talk between international diplomats that the United States airdrops
intending to aid peacefully the nonmilitary population in Bosnia (that being those
thousands of women, children and elders dying every month from sickness and
starvation) have had adverse effects. The airlifts signify to Serbia the west's reluctance towards military intervention. This in tum sends a message to Serbia that their
acts of forced starvation, rape and torture are not about to be confronted by the
United Nations or Nato (North Atlantic Treaty Organization). Diplomats see these
airlifts as a message to Serbia that the west does not perceive this attempted genocide
as a contemptible act requiring war crime consequences.
Bosnian Women are beingsystema tica11y raped and tortured, forced to bear their
Serbian rapist's child, and then murdered-while those that are spared hold within
their minds psychological wounds with no hope of healing them.
Ill men and young boys (and now elderly men and women) track for ten hours
through snow and deadly mountain trails to obtain food for their starving familiesthis trail is littered with those that c.vuld not make the journey.
lam suggesting by no means that it is the United Stated or any other country'sduty
to spread self conceived notions of freedom and liberty, but I am demanding that it
be human duty to stand up for human rights, rignts that, as we speak, are being
ignored to extremes beyond that of any form of ethical decency.
<Peace should notfollowthe death of others;it is death that should follow peace
between all.>

The International Relations Club is in the process of attaining as a speaker later this
semester Kenneth Longmyer who is currently Director of International Affairs for the
Joint Center for Politica1 and Economic Studies in Washington D.C.. Mr. Longmyer is
the former United States ambassador to Denmark and is currently involved actively in
South Africa's first democratic election. Details and Dates to follow ...

.
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Madame the Gypsy
Aries (Mar 21-Apr 19) Lately things
have needed a little extra umph! A
quick trip to the movies or a museum
will rid you ·of your sensation that
thin~s are just too dull.
Taurus (Apr 20-May 20) When life
gets you down, do what Madame doeshave a hot fudge sundae with multicolored sprinkles and good dose of reading mail order catalogs.
Gemini (May 21-June 21) Sure, you
might have to do something this week
thatyoudon'tfeellikedoing(i.e.eatat
Kline) but in the end it will be worth it!

Queen~·s

Weekly Horoscope

Libra (Sep 23-0ct 23) The coming week is
Cancer (June 22-July 22) Rise above
the name of your sign. If you find that dangerous in terms of art supplies. There is
love is at your door-step, make sure to great probability that you will be affected by
get it in and feed it. Also make sure it some form of receding supply.
has rabies shots.
Scorpio (Oct 24-Nov 21) This is the
Leo (July 22-Aug 22) Your kindness week in which you should apologize to
and generosity will bring you satisfy- friends and relatives who might be at
ing evenings this week as you ponder odds with you. If you only put forth an
your life. Although others are difficult, effort, things will improve.
you will still be fair.
Sagittarius (Nov 22-Dec 21) There is very
Vhgo (Aug 23-Sep 22) Madam extends little you cando to avoid getting splashed by
youhergreatestapologies.Sheisverysorry a passing car this week. Madam suggests
that you just can't seem to get any."~ you wear casual clothes, rather than the hot
red pants you were planning on.
·
donuts on Thursday morning.

Capricom (Dec 22-Jan 19) Beware of the
common cold! 'lbere is a minute change in
the cosmos which makes you extremely vulnerable to illness this week. Vitamin Cis the
only saviour for now.

Aquarius (Jan20-Feb 18) HolySamoleens!
Put your love machine in gear for another
hotandracinglovescenewhich will put you
in a very, very good mood and cause others
to envy you.
Pisces (Feb 19-Mar 20) Your extreme
intellectual talents will be rewarded
this week. Professors and students alike
admire you. Don't walk in front of cars.

A page of unedited observa-ti~ons from guest liVrit~.~~ .

·
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Dear Tracy J. LaGrassa, arbitrary white pei-son

I am not in the practice of responding to
opinions expressed in the Bard Observer, or
for that matter, writing letters to "arbitrary
white ~ns." But your well-articulated
and encouraging words have taken the
sting out of much of the anger I, as person
of color, have felt, experienced, and lived
every minute of my stay at Bard College. In
a way it has been my choice; it is has been
my decision to face the indisputable truth:
I am a minority person living in a majority
culture. It seems more than clear that you
have taken the time, the pain, and the
couragetocontemplateandempathizewith
my struggle, and in fact, my pain that often
. feels disempowering. And for these gifts,
your critical thinking and fruitful insight, I
commend you.
Tracy, your own feelings of guilt and
ambivalence are completely. understandable; they constitute the insidious effects of
racism upon, yes, all white people. You
seem to have spent hard time, real time,

conceptualizing and confronting the issues
of inequality. But even more, it is your
ability to transcend this 11liberal" guilt
(which gets us nowhere) and articulate it in
such a manner that shows a great depth
and maturity.
·
It is a struggle. Having to explain myself
to people who have also been victimized
by the torrents of society (white people) is
a struggle. When do I get to enjoy the fruits
ofmylabor?Whcndolgettheopportunity
to truly feel free? Yes, the greatest pain is
witnessing, watching the process of denial.
Many outstanding white people I know
attempt to salve their own guilt by projecting it upon the victim. And still others
seek out more uapproachable" Asians or
co-opt Asians who have either denied their
race oq t of self-:ha tred (stemming from
cultural coercion/racism) or have brushed
it aside from a sense of genuine naivete.
But so many white individuals can't see
past their own pitiable self-righteousness.

Regarding racism
byS.Martin

Wnen I tead the open letter to the white
peoples of Bard I felt the strength go out of my
anns and suddenly all I wanted to do was go
home and curl up in bed. Why was I affected
this way? A friend of mine put my feeling into

words: thisartide leftmefeelingutterly p:>werless. Regardless of whether or not I agreed or
disagreed all the drive behind my opinions on
fresubjectswassappcdoutandi wanted to just
give up. Okay, I thought, there'sreallyrothing
I cando.
Now, imagine that everyone (or at least all
white people} had that reactio~. It seems to
me that it coincides rather well with Ephen's
request that we all go home,shutourmouths,
and no longer involve ourselves in anything.
What good does ¢is do? Seriously, what
good does O.Us do? You know, I believe we
are all prejudiced, there's really no way
around that-and by all I mean everyone.
However, we are not all racist and saying
that we are takes the power out of the term
"racist" That's dangerous, because then we
canbecomecomplacentaboutit.lt'sdangerous to beat people into helplessness-don't
you think the black cause needs all the help
it can get? Obviously white people can't
begin to understand what it is like to have
grown up black, but in this atmosphere I'm
afraid I'll offend someone if I ask too many
questions about it. This labelling completely
discourages me-if I open my mouth I will
automatically be called this or that... Does
this sound familiar, Ephen? Is that why you
are so angry?
I mean, we all want the same thing in the
end, right? Instead of bickering about it why
don't we work together? Instead of writing
to each other about it why don't we write the
government? We might get mo~.accom
plished. People are genuinely interested in
thissub,;n-justlookat theamountofarticles

This is what incenses an Ephan Glenn Colter or a James Chang so. And what comes
out from our mouths and pens is anger,
often articulated in terms so personal and
so real that they are written off as mere
polemics and rhetoric. We are dismissed;
we are seen, in this intellectual framework,
as ''inferior.11
Please take my praise with a grain of salt,
though. It should not be viewed as your
quarter life rite-of-passage, a kind of
Bardian Baptism. Nor should it be taken as
THE word on the #people of color'' moral
highground. I am humble enough not to
assume any absolutes nor qualitative rigidity.Iamaculturallydjfferent,andhence,
oppressed memb.er of this society who has
been chosen, through election or apathy, to
represent the Asian American population
at Bard College. It is a trying ordeal since
many of us have been raised in a Western
society that values "the Individual," diverging life styles, and personal autonomy.

This is laudable. But at the same time traditional Eastern thought has imbibed us with
a deep respect for community and the
collective whole. Is the average white
American even cognizant of such a sometimes "marginal" existence? No.
And that is whyitiscalled 11'heStruggle."
And this is also why I have taken my
evening to thank you for speaking up. I can
only ask that you continue to look two
shades deeper, to confront the white
American who sincerely believes he/ she is
not racist, and to affect our divided society
at large.
Having witnessed a more thoughtful
empathy,

James Chang
whose history is
denied at Bard College

This is an excerpt from a pamphlet by Women's

that have been printed in this paper. The
problem is, the club system at Bard somehow isn't suited to many people's mind sets
and therefore they aren't necessarily as efficient as they could be. There must be a lot of
untapped eneigy, so, Ephen, since you, for
example, are very interested in the subject and
must be well infonred, why don't you give us
:n.atreiofpeopleto write to, places to donate to,
etc?I'mnewaround~andidon'tknowthat

much about this place so I can't suggest sotre

myself.
Tre self-hatred and (in my opinion) misplaced guilt of the open letter is absolutely
useless. Tracy is right, however, to question
political correctness. Why don't we read 1984
as part of our Freshman Seminar(we'd have to
change the title of the rourse but doesn't that
sound too painful?) Tome, fOlilicalcorrectness ..
veryofteniseerilyclose to the brainwashing
language of 1984. I have been told that the
difference is the intention behind each: the
politiCally correct are using their language in
order to make positive changes. I see that,
but I wonder (and I really would like an
answer on this), where did political correctness get started, and by whom? It seems like
a lot of energy is now being devoted to
arguments over words rather than to freeing
peoples of color living and dying in prisons,
cducatingpeoplesofcolor(andwhitepcople
about their issues), helping peoples of color
out of the ghettos and making it possible for
peoples of color to speak out. What will
happen if political correctness really takes
power? Censorship? Doublethink?
'Ire lx>ttomlineis this-it doesn't sound as if
weareevergoingtogetoutofthe "amnot'mare
too'' :nxxle of communication on the subject of
racism. Let's accept that we don't agree and
look bcyord to what we do agree on: we want
to make a change. Let's stop theargurrent and
open up the dialogue. I'm looking forward to
hearing about what I can do.

Health Action and Mobilization. The

Independent Democratic Revolutionaries
Organization is bringing mem_bers of WHAM! to
speak on this subject March 27, 3:30pm, Olin 305.

START A
LEARN WHAT YOUR MOTHER, HSELF HELP" GRCJUP
YOUR DOCT~R, &YOUR GIRL· WITH YOUR FRIENDS
FRIENDS NEVER TOLD YOU
Take cuntro' of your healthcare by

learning all about womens bodiest
We are not told even HALF enough

information about our reproductive
system and how lt effects our total
wen being. Seek this knowtedge outl
The more you know, the more comfortable (and powerful) you can be
when dealing with the U.S. medical
system-a system based on
..experts" who will "take care of
you," "fix" you when you're "broken,tt and leave you In the darkl
Read the amazingly Informative, and
well illustrated, books published by
The Federation for Feminist Womens
Health Centers: A New View of a
Woman's. Body, and How to Stay Out
of the Gynecologist's Oft1ce, available
from the Feminst Health Press, 8235
Santa Monic Blvd, Suite 201, West
Hollywood, CA 90046. Educate
yotJrse1f and go to the doctor with
fnformation behind you; learn how to
ask questions and make sure you're

getting the healthcare you deserver

Take cuntrol of who looks at your body,
how your ailments ar~ treated, an~ what
kinds of healin& you receive. Cet rourself
a plastic speculum ( ;
'
}
prop yourself open attd take a loo.~ at the
inside of your pussy with a flashlitht and
hand mirror. Gather some interes~~!d ~irlt
to&ether to form a self help heallhc:are
~roup: wonten of any d.i'ferse race, clars,
at;e, and sexual orientation who come
to&ether to explore sexuality and :repro-

ductive health. An easy way of slartin~ is
by discussin~ each others ~ynecolo~ical
problems and pasl experience!. Nothin~ is

too "trivia)• or 11untouchahle" to he discussed openly. Look at each others
tervl"(eS, Compare bodies-see how Varied
and beautiful we are! Learn to do pelvic
exam~. breast self-exam~. va~ina! infection
dia~nosi~. menstrual extractions;. ;plore

herbal healin~ and other alternatiie
healthcare, discuss safer sex and hirth
controL For more written info. or'":
arran~e a self help teach-in for y(.lur
~roup, write to the Womens Healtla
Education Network. POB 58, 991

Manhattan Ave, Brooklyn, NY 11222.

Share, educate, experiment, learn~
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Another View .

Limitations versus the call for action in Zagreb
by Rebekah Klein

A. conference recently took place in
Zagreb to define what actions should be
taken in response to rape as a war tactic in
the regions at war in the former Yugoslavia. The conference was held by Western
Feminists and Croatian women in conjunction over a full day's time. Three
women from my feminist theory class at
the Sociology Institute of Eotuos Lorand
UniversityinBudapestwereinattendance,
and brought back with them a first-hand
account of its events. Oass that day ended
in frustr~tcd aggravation of inaction, and
the inability of people to understand each
other even when joined together for a
particular cause.
The conference began with discussion of
thesignificantnatureofitscause.Although
rape is a common occurrence in war, it
takes on added gravity in this case as a
direct command from the., leader of the
Serbian army. It is therefore not a byproduct nor side effect of the war, but a
plan of action, a military tactic. The Serbian
army is legitimized and encouraged in their
raping. The goal is to impregnate Croatian
women with Serbs and suffer them to bear
through.
The horror of this situation split the conference participants into two camps; the
Feminist and the Na tlonal ist. The Feminist
decried the crime against womcni the continual objectification of women as pawns

in a man's game, and the humiliation incurred as a result of biological vulnerability. The Feminist camp, comprised of
Western women who had flown in for this
special occasion, raged about men's violenceagainstwomenandthelimitstowhich
it will extend itself. This situation was another instance of men's violence against
women ina long chain of aggression which
they had all studied and written about and
organized demonstrations against and in
other ways worked away at the wall of
patriarchy.
The Nationalist camp,. comprised of
Croatian women, strongly objected to this
interpretation. How dare the Western
Feminists add this unique situation to the
long list of injustices women endure! It is
not the iss1:1e that the women are women,
but that the women are Croatian. It is not
an issue of men's vio]ence against women, ·
but of Serbian violence against Croatians.
is the level the Serbs will sink to. The
Serbs must be punished.
The two groups would not find common
ground to work from other than an agreement that an outrageous crime _against
Croatian women was taking place. An im~
mense sense of urgency bled patience with
each other dry. Instead, blood rushed
through their veins and to their faces as
they shook their fists ~nd condemned eac;h
()ther for lack of understandi_ng. The abject
of the conference was action, but what
action could be taken? The intention was to

nus

.

shook our heads. We saw the- Western
Feminists on their own agenda faiJing to
extend their perspective enough to understand the Croatian women. We saw the
Croatian women drowning in the perpetuation of nationalistic sentiment characteristic for the Central and Eastern European
region. We wondered what action might
had been possible if the factions has understood each other and been able to communicate. This is where the real feeling of
helplessness set in, Maybe there would
have been that document. Maybe more
women would join the group of women in
blackwhogatherwithcandlesinZagrebin
sacred vigil.
But on another less immediate level
something has been accomplished. 1 am
writing this to you. Perhaps the Coalition
for Choice will have a better sense of understanding when dealing with the women
on: the MADRE tour they arc planning.
Perhaps there will be a better grasp of now
v~ reaJ each one of their situations are. If
this is all that can be done, however, that
some students at Bard College can deal
better with some women from MADRE on
one day, then powersofdefinitiveaction in
this world are definitely at a minimum. But
something, no matter how small, is something. The battle with limitation remains
the most difficult of all on the road to
change and progressive action. Yet I for
one plan to continue, and l'd be glad for
disturbed and your company.

draw up a document condemning rape as
a military tactic. For the Feminists, it was
not general enough to condemn rape as a
war crime in any war situation, and for the
Croatians, it was not specific enough to
condemn the Serbs in particular for this
individual circumstance. When the suggestion was made at this point that the
Croatian army, too, rapes, and rapes
~rbian women, the tension grew. Sons,
husbands, brothers,and lovers could never
commit the same atrocities! One Croatian
woman listed all the women she knew who
were carrying Serbs in their wombs. Another listed virginity lost.
One of the women from my class described the Croatian women as relieved in
their anger. Finally, they have an arena in
which to vent their anger without fear.
They could scream out in the pain of their
suffering in a protected environment. The
Westerners would listen, even if they did
not understand. They lashed out at the
Setbs within the confines of thccoz Jerence
room walls.
In the end, there was no document. There
was no document of compromise written
in the proper language of intemationall~ w
to sit dusty on some shelf while the atrocities continued. This irony was not borne
through and smacked to clear its lungs for
breathing. In thissensethcCroatian women
were spared.
this sense they were not

In

defiled.

But in class we were

an

Police tragedy in Larreynaga
by Jonah Gensler '92
Mid-Hudson/Larreynaga
Sister City Project

As people recover from the initial shock
in this small farmingcommu¢ty, they have
begun to think about having more weapons on their ranches-war rifles instead of
the usual hunting rifles of pistols. While
suffering from the growing problems of
cattle rustling and burglary, La.r reynagans
had not felt such direct locaJ violence sin_re
Somoza's National Guard.
This story received a small second page
column in La Barricada~ owing perhaps to
the fact that while such tortures bring home
to Larreynaga the shock of a violent Nicaragua, these tragedies are all too common
throughout the country.

the men captured the police and took their ing for the missing men and their captors.
The search continued for the killers to no
One policeman, 22 years old was from avail. Military presence -was at first strong
nearby Las Lomas. The other was a vol- but in a phone conversation today (March
8) the police station was reported without
unteer, in training.
They were forced to hike into the steep any personnel and no army presence was
mountains by their captors. Once there, reported.
The identity of these killers and their
they were tortured; one having his hands
severely burned. Reports tell of a leg cut motive remain a mystery. They forced a
severely, genitals cut, wounds throughout boy to guide them through the territory,
the body. It is believed that one of the which indicated they may not be from the
officers had his head cut off. The bodies, area. The cruelty, and lengths to which
mutilated and bullet ridden, were then they went to kill the police officers seem to
thrown down the steep slope of the point to the suspects having strong war
mountainside. The bodies were found later experience~
by police and the anny which wer~ searchAK-47 rifles.

Two policemen, 22 and 20 years old,
were sequestered and brutally tortured and
killed before being thrown off a
mountainside over]ooking Larreynaga,
Nicaragua.
On Friday, March 5, three armed men
entered several ranch houses robbing jewelry, money, even shoes from startled
families on the outskirts of Larreynaga.
While they were robbing one of the ranches~
two policemen came to the door on a routine inspection. Catching them by surprise,
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An.other View
A statement by Professor Wadada Leo.Smith

NUntil ~ phi1a;ophy which holds one mce~ him another year, and that Daron would re- classical musician is asked to reapply as a For those of you who wonder why I don't

rior and another inferior is finally and permanently ceive his position and the tenure back. Of candidate in a national seatcll for the same ph simply apply for the position, hold your fire
dkmlitedand abandoned, until thereare no longer COlll'5e,Iasked whathappenedandshesaidmy thathehadbeendoingfor5yearsand which he and read. on.
first class ofseamd class citizens ofany nation, until evaluationwasn'tasgoodasDaron's-atwhich had just passed evaluation for twice. H you
Dan Sonenberg: '1 was privileged to examthe~ cfll penm's skin has no more signifiamce

point I said it~ be just as good, I had a 5-2- were in that musician's sroes, what decision ine the letter and strangelyenoug}\ under my

than the rolor of their eyes, until these lxlsic human 1 from the FEC (see above), of which the 2 was would you make based on this action? What eyes the quote read 'Leo loves to teach and I
thing that he has found a trmsure
rights are ttptally guaranJetn to all, without regard only a claim against procedure,

tv mce, then world citizenship and the rule of inter- presumablenotagainst~ This
national morality will mnainlljl£etingillusiontv be is wrere I stood going into the
.
COVpursutd but never affllined."
So what happened thei-em
'Il1ese are some of the issues
-Haile Selassie the first of Ethiopia
that trouble Ire with regard to

chestatBard."'1batmusthavebeen
a letter dated December 3, 1992, the
second letter addressed to the cov
· from Joan. Because I also read that
letter in Daran's office and I agree it
wasagoodletter.TheletterofMarch
31, 1992 to the FEC oowever states,
"Leo grew up in the ghettos of Mississippi, I think teaching at Bard is a
ldrdoffoundtreasurechesti>rhim."
Irret:with withJoanThesdayMarch
2,andiapologim:itoherforthegrief
theposterreferencingthatqu01ehad
caused her and she apologim:i to
rre, explaining what sre meant to
infer with that line. We left the
Ireetingwithantm.derstandingthat
maybebothofushadbecomevictim;
in this dlama. There are so many
people who feel that whenever you
defend yourself, you are a trouble
maker and to those people I say-a
sense of fairness and accuracy is
whatl was after. So the posters were
putuparound campus. Idid not ask
anyone to put up posters nor did

ThisismytenthsemesteratBard,and for the theCOV'sdedsionandhow~
arrived at it
1. If theCOV thought that jazz

lastthreeymrsi'vebeeninvolvedinevaluatiom
which I entered with the greatest of spirit and
~of fairplay and TRUST.1rerrostsignifi, cant evaluation was that of the FEC and accontingtothatOOcument,I wasrecommended
5-2-1 forrehiring(the two negative votes reflect
the view that a recom:rrendatiOn. ronceming
rehiring bytheFECisinappropriateunderour
existing Faculty evaluation document). Was I
the only per.~>n these two gent1eman voted
negatively against because of procedure? rm
wondering what the dlscrepancy is between
~ Iln'an and me. Bill Wilson & Frank
Oja voted no because they felt "the procedure

was rot adequately represented.
as a half time position at Bard,

andiftheywerereallyconcemed
withjazzwhydid theyrotatany
rrorrent ask me what I thought
thejazzpositionneeded regardless if I was up for rehiring or
rot?
2 Did theycontactmypeersof
the jazz rommunity at any point
during my evaluation to see if
indeed I am as qualified as I am
asitexistsisinappropriate.uSo whywasn'tthis popular on campus?
Inmy opinion, the Bard Music
their concern when voting on Richard and
Damn?
Dept needs a much deeper rep1bese were some of my concerns from the resentation in the m~c of jazz
final report of the FEC dated Apri122, 1992 and and thereforeinmyletterto Joan,
· the way they expressed their opinion in the written Feb 11,1993, I suggested
a proposal that 2 positions be
Jette!' attached to the report
What is meant by anarchy associated with considered to add diversity to
jazz musicians? That it is a disorderly music? the jazz studies program. To creThat I was a confused professor? This was a ate a full time position in jazz
would demand thesamequality
flippmt ani derogatory remark.
On the effect of my #presence'' and the of titre I put into the job and no
usubsta:oce'' of my teaching-these are inter- single individual can make a program in any would be your advice to this person?
For my part, I'm outraged about it Because
woven qualities and in my view, was not sub- one system-therefore what is needed to create
a program or to institutionalize an idea has to I'm a better than average teacher and I have
stantial aitidsm.
Afte!'~ the FEC'srecornmendation was to do with how well diversity is hancUcd. The founddeepsua::essinmyconununication with
rehire me. Shortly afterwards I rret with Joan Music Depart:rrent would be greater served if students. I have a rollection of excellent papers
and Stuart Levire.In both of my conversations trere were different ideas available in jclzz fromeveryclassl've taught and they are reprewith them they seen:v;d genuinely happy that studies. Because as anyone can see,~ enroll- sentative of the highest quality, this from stuI anne through the evaluation with flying col- mentdernandsacomprehensivepzzprogram. dents of every depart:rrentat Bard-this is why
The Bard students have shown a great interest I'm outraged
ors.
Is the description of the position as stated in
Upon my return to Bard in the Fall of '92, I forhistoricaland theoreticalinfonnationrelated.
heard there were many problems with the to the jazz tradition-wit:OOut exception I've the December15 Minutes of the FacultySenate,
Music Depart:rrent's proposal and the way it had to tum peopleaway.soclearlytwoposition ~'a full-time tenure track position in African
was presented to theaJV. Around I>ecernbB' in the ·departtrent would serve the greater American music with prrticular emphasis on
1st, nnnors began that there were arguments interest of the Music Department, the Arts jazz, traditional and modern" accurate? ORIs it the description that Callanan is quoted as
about the proposed positiom--(I assume it Division and the rommunity at large.
There are nine classically trained musicians describinginthe<Jlmver-''full-timetmuretrack
was during this time that the Music Dept requestedtochangemypositionfromhalftimeto in the departtrent-Ben, Catherine, Luis, Joan, position in jazz/African American music"m
half time tenure track.) I was told by Profeg;or Richard, Daron, Sarah, Fred and leon-even The most current deocription by the Music
Garcia--Renartthat fOralx:luttwentyyears Bani with theeliminationofCatherineand Richard, Departmentisasfollows:''full-timetenuretrack
hadajazzprogramwithahaHtimetenuretrack there will still be the 7, and that kind of dispro- position, active jazz professional with strong
interest in teaching urdergraduate who has
)XlSition, not a full time one so already there is portion needs balancing.
Letussupposehypotheticallythatthewhole motivation to amte a jazz program in diversia precedence of a half-time track-why all of a
sudden the full-time tenure trade. position? No music department played music of the jazz fied music department with emphasis on stujizz professor has~ been tenund at Bard I tradition and was Black with one white classi- dent performance and composition. Expertise
Jl!ight remind everyone that Jazz is almost a cal musician wm had been there5years-two in traditional/non traditional jazz technique
jazz musicians and the one white classical and krowledge of world music, blues and
hundred years old.
On December17, ~Richard,Joanandi musician all rome up for rehiring tenure-track other fonns of ethnic music." If you sent this
went out to talk about the positions. That was evaluations and everything goes okay except description to anyone in the jazz ronununity
the first time I realized that position had been the Jast round-and at that stage of the evalu- andasked themwhothisdescribes,theywou1d
changed. Joan related to us thatlhadfailedand ation process thepbwasgiven to the two black tell you it is Wadada Leo Smith who is reo

:.:

anyonetellmethatthiswa5goingto
happen, but I was last spoken to on
Derember 18th about my job and
then finally the day after the posters
went up and that was their value.

I don't feel that I should be excluded from valid aiticism but I've
heard some awful thingssaidaboutmeduring
thiscrisisand I guess it's timessuchas these that
bring t:OOse things out I thing what we have
hcreisacrisis fardeeperthantheissueofmyjob
but has maybe to do with the direction the
college is going in, and most surely has something to do with Bard being a small slice of the
world and therefore sharing the same kinds of
problems. Often the material regarding this
issue in the Bard Observer is confrontational,
insulting and frequently full of holes. It seems
alright for people in the world to use force
whether it be mental or physical to control
another's destiny-It~ in nearly the whole

worldover,therearewarsbasedexclusivelyon

ethnicity. Major powers say they don't have
power to do anything, but then when you look
at the power of the United Nations, it's in
everybody'shouseexcepttheEuropeanhouse
anddoublestandardsabound I thing the issue
in the Balkan states is a clear example of the
Western world allowing a mcial war to exist. If
one can go anywhere in Africa and Asia and
other nations at the drop of a hat and without
even asking sovereign governments if it is
permissible, surely someone srould act decisively to stop wars rather than watch them
continue. Bard may seem f~removed from
these issues but all over America these kind of
doublestandardsexistandlsaythiswon'tstop

.
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act,. she SEeln!iaazier than
Hamlet hirmelf, listening
10 the haunting strains d
the music box. ne-e may
be no method to Ophelia's
madness, but ttee is to
WlCkensts acting, and it
makes the subsequent
skillful sword-fight betwem.lu brotlle!" and her
ex-love wa1hwhi1e.
old
Crotchety
Polonius, as interpreted
by actress Kimberly
Mooney, first appears as
a cliche-spouting fool of
a father, but progresses
in his speech of advice to
his departing son to profound words of wisdom.

Last ~ the .Bani 'Ibeatre totheadionandwerenot
SlrceedOO in binging to life a fresh distracting.
JasonMcKay'sHamlet
andvibrantinterpretationofWilliam
Shakespeere's is rot a COOlfor1able me,
five-century- btunately.Whenrefust
old Hsnnlet, awearsonstage,hekds
Prince cf Den- likeheisstraightoutofa
mark in Chris- GAPad,inalldaB:dothes
t o p h e r fa'hisstateofmouming.
M a r k 1 e ' s At first, his speech is
moody, but rushed,inahunytosay
effective, pro- the Shakespearean
~but
duction.
Inthisagewhenrell'06istidlic,the gmduafty he achieves a
crisis in thealStleatElsinorecouJd be rltythm. wte\Hamletis
atrelaphorftrthe~ infontled by two guards
of dySunctional families, and I haH- dmpeiintrenchmdsthat
expectedtoseescmeNewAfj!,tbera- his father's ghost walks
pist/heaJerlike}ohnBradshawmme the puap!t at right, the
on stage to help Ham1et expkre his 1ension is~ and
''inner:chiJd"ThankfuJiy, thepuduc- Hamlet acts like a man
tion was too sober for that In fact, possessed. He stands
Marlde stuck dose to tre traditional transfixed and dumbspirit d the tragedy.The productim foundOO by Rafal Imemidok"s eerily
evenkeptfurtinbras'sanivaland the regal figure. His perfmnanre ronother,amparativelyrrmor'pottwists vinces the audience that re truly bethat prestigious direaJrs often leave lievesthisapparitionishisdeadfather's
out That men played wonBl, and split. This is~fortherestofhis
wonen played men, in some d the · actimintheplaydepeldsuponitHe
suppodit.gpartsisno bigbmkwittt is to kill and be ldDedasaresult.
McKaycbooses to speak the gnm
tradition. Sllakespeare had to 8lage
Hamlet withanalkmlemst becJltme diloquiesoftbepayasnaturala1lyas
of th! social.meres d his time. The poRble. Rr example, he Jeods into
~ was that of Sbakepmre, the "to be oc not to be" witmut an;y
andsoweretbeacrents. Th!CDBtum- melodrama-eppmptelyenougl\.
ingwasappopiatelyahiic:theat- sinre his d1aracH is amtemplating
tendantsofKingOaudiusloolcailike suicide and not pradidng omtmy.
CE.O.'s m bent kres in their busi- Similarly with, "~ poor Yorick I
ness suits, a metaphor relevant fOr knew him welL" as re reftecls m
ntay's world. An in aD, the puduc- nutalif¥.
Hamlet's adioos (l)lltplement his
tion cautiously honored the seriousness due the trago:ly,and details like words in this veryphysiall play. He
the l:izanefumitmeattracted the eye amstantly crosses back and forth

LOCATfl!l
STUDIO, STORES, CUSTOM LAB
•&ruU:ed by Pro{euionah•

FILM and DARKROOM'

SUPPLIES
ALSO
STUDIO &CAMERA EQUIPMENT

CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION

POUGHKEEPSIE

RHINEBECK

HOPEWELL JCT.

Canterbury Plaza
120 Dutchess Tpk.
(914) 471-6919

Astor Square Moll
Rt. 9 North
(914) 876-7913

Jetfwood Plaza
Rt. 82
(914) 226-7355
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WhenPoloniussays, 'To
thine own self be true,"

the audience is not
acro58~touchingeveeymehe

meetslikeablindmanhopirgtomake

Hamlet 1eam bWcud t) heaJt- yet
Hamlet must hearas welL The strong
characterization makes it all therrae
believable when Hamlet has second
thoughts about murdering him as he
pays. Of~ Hamlet tallcsabout

snickering along with Ophelia and
Laertes any longer. But they do
laugh out loud later when the gar-

out different faces and limbs. His
rulous father announces, "Brevity
roughness with Ophelia (his lover?)
is the_soul of wit." He has a double
and Queen Gertrude (his trotherl)
standard, telling his son to experihint more at Halriet'S dade side than
many other amtemporary perir- expiatouilheinllendedvictim'~ ence life abroa~ and teJling his
DliJila5 have. This is the portrait of a but what the audience sees is a man daughter to stay away from the
insolent Hamlet. He is a Puritan,.
~,tisexpe!ISious leitant mkill so royal a figure.
Thmbicssuchasthatmaketheplay reading his daughter's love letters
ofcaringsleched out as vioJel1t and
abusive. 1-& character seerm am- appn!dable, beawse the Elizabethan totheroyalfamlly,meddlingwithpelled toactasifpulledbythepuwet vel'9e does not aid the modem ear in out second thought. Yet he is lovstrings of th! ~ his destiny de- ~btingtreactionm able enough for Ophelia to go incidedr his fate sealed When he stabs stage~te.AftemD,Marlde's sane over his death. Not a cardPolooius, wrohubbehirdaCUI'tai:l\ audieoce was split in two: those wro board character at all.
The same with Laertes. Alison
Hamletgivesnosignalofrerrorse,not had a fawrite, personal Hamlei :p~&
acmkeOI' ahesilatim. He uses grave dudion whid1. they had seen before, Retkasavesthevengefulbrotlufrmt
hum:r thatispun-ny to the end. Yet, andthot!lewhohad:new!l"seenHamlet the traditional fate of being a minol'
hedoesnotsingatthedeatheither,as atalland wereatalol!6forall the gloss ~-When the King plots with
the gravediggB' does later. McKay's of the Elizabethan language. Jnaddi- Laertestomunier Hamlet, each is on
Hamlet feels ronsigned to his fate, tiol\ thediredtr had., anend. with an equal footing with the other in
debltingallthewhilewiththeweight romtricted stage spare and the lim- dramatic intensity.
of the world on his shouJders. The ited Shakespearean experience of the
Otrer ~do admiiable perfor<J:mviness would oppre$ tre audi- cast. Whattodo?BrianAJdous'sexcel- manres within their minor characelli::E ioo I1UlCb, if he was not such a Jent lighting effects and scme gentle ters. Rosencrantz and Guildenstem,

mockerofhissOcialinferiors.Hisam- pianomusichelp,asdoesgoodacting. respectivelyYmmgandGreenshields,
Amongthemoreminorchamcters, slat and tall, are dressed alike and
tempt for Polonius and the other ob~ous servants amtinually pro- it seemed that the moment they seemintenhangeae,astheyshouJd.
videstreaudiencewithironicamuse- steppedoffthestagetheysteppedout Kevin Wolff, in seven parts, is best as
ment Thinly-veilai anger~ of character, and this signaled that tte confused, but earnest, servant to
hisji.besateverymeforbeingso obsti- theyweretakingthe''relelrsal" motif Polonius, never able to grasp what
hismasterisupm,butalwayswilling
nate in not changing treir personali- of the play a bit 100 seriously.
"Frailty,thynameis'WOman,"Ham- to oblige. And Ouistopher Monu is
ties and in rot altering their lives.
Ironica1ly, he refuses 1o alter his own. letsays.QueenGertrudecertainyacts the definitive Seamd Gravedigger.
In the play, Hamlet oonunands a
Freshman Jordan Bridges' King so. In this play dominated by male
Oaudiits ads magnifiantlyrmgiste- characters, Beth LaGrange's Mother group of players to perform proprialfrom thefirstzrom:ntheappears. ofHarnlctdoesnotstandoutasstrong erly, with"arertainsrnoot:hreis."1be
J?ressed in full man-of-big~ enough to commiserate with her fel- perforrrers of the play itself remind
attire, he speOOs the play looking as if low women. Thereisro~ci.erro us that someti.rres smoothness has
he just stepped out of his office in a tional coo.nedion with the distraught rough edges. '1 am dead/' Hamlet
ritzy Manhattan skyscraper. Trere is andsuicidalOpl-elia,playedbylaurie smx>thly anno~ but with conno doubt he is the King to Senfor Wickens, who sits primly in the first tinued productions such as this one,
McKay's Prin:E. wrm he says, ''Let act, looking like the Mona Usa as Hamlet shall live forever.
the world take note," all on stage but Hamlet questions her. In the !BX>rd
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periodofWright'slife
to which trey roUkl

premier in
April. The
opera,entitled

''Shining
Brow," was
commi ssiooed by the
M a d i so n,

relate and ~ted
aroundit Theevents
oftheqxmtakep1ace
early in Wright's life,.
and make up a fasci.
nating story, which
couldeasilybecomea

stWpopem. Itopensin

_a__club in Chicago,
Wright having just
been rommissioned
Wisconsinopemmmpany,anddeals tobuildahouseinthe
withpartofthelifeofarchitect:Frank- suburb of Oak Park
L1ojd Wright.. who hails from the for Mamah and
Madison area. Premiering April21- Edwin Cheney.
ZJ, the opera will also be performed Mamah leaves her

inFreiburg,Germanynextyear,and husband for Wright, and the lovers servant. 4be opera fittingly ends
in Florida in February. The Florida
perlormanre Will coincide with an

travel to Bertin. Theoperadmmides with an ellipsis-you can't answer

architectst ronvention at a ml1ege in
Lakeland,forwhichWrightdesigred
some buildings.
Inordertowritetheopera,Hagen
and librettist Paul Muldoon took a

the deteriomtion of Mamah, as she
:realizes that she has rot been .liber·
ated by Wright, but has been ensnared by the relationship. It ends
with a terrible fire and the gris1ey
murders of Mamah and others by a

. On March 15th,JohnElderfield,
Director of the Department of
DrawingsattheMuseumofMod·
em Art, leetured about
curating the
recent and
celebrated
retrospective
of
Henri
Matisse at
MOMA. The
retrospective, which included over 400
paintings, drawings, sculptures
and prints, was the mqst comprehensivesurveyoftheartist'swork
since 1970.
The MOMA retrospective was
particu1arly notable for its inclu·
sionofworksnotpreviouslyseen
together,fromallfourofthemost
important Matisse collections:

those at MOMA, the Hennitage
Museum in St. Petersburg, the
Pushkin Museum of Fine Arts in
Moscow,andtheMuseeNational
d'Art Moderne at the Centre
Georges Pompidou in Paris.
Unfortunately, the lecture got
off to a slow start because
Elderfield's plane was delayed,
so he showed up about forty-five
minutes late. In the meantime, the
audience was entertained by
lookingatslidesofMatisse'swork.
When Elderfield finally did arrive, he explained that he was
happy to shed some light on the
work of Matisse.
·
In this exhibition, Elderfield
· wanted to do a retrospeCtive, a
chronological representation of
how the artist changed. But
Elderfield was concerned that it
would be too large, that some

Attention
softballers:
Coaches' meeting
Monday. 3/29 at 5:15pm
on the
~
balcony of the
Stevenson Gymnasium.

some questions, and you shouldn't
try," said Hagen of Frank lloyd

Wright, who attempts to explain his
motivations in a mncluding aria.
~gBrow'' isanopera which
one can analyze on several levels,

pieces might have to be taken out
He did not want to only include
what he referred to as "The Greatest Hits" of Matisse, but rather all
of the pieces that help us understand how Matisse developed and
reinvented himself.
Mter giving this general introduction, Elderfield proceeded to
lecture on the slides. Examining
the early works, Elderfield men·
tioned that Matisse said in 1907,
"An artist understands himself by
looking back. .•when I started to
paint, I felt free and alone."
Matisse's window theme was a
paradis~ in Western thought
which was represented by an en·
closed garden.
The nude that Matisse painted
in 1906 was one which bled into
other nudes; it was an: image
which he could not abandon. In-

-

~

--

bothmusicallyand
literarily. Bolstering the intriguing
story is Hagen's
sophisticated
score, quoting ag.
pedS of Strauss's
11
D
e r
Rosenkavalier'',
andbonuwingthe
style of Mozart's
~"DonGiovanni" at
times for ambience, and as operatic references for
those who understand them Atone
point, he juxtaposes a bubershop quartet against
the chromaticism ofStrauss. In addition to the music, the poetry of the
libretto, whichhasbeenpub1ishedas
a book length poem, has severallevelsofoomplexity. Hagen said that he
wanted to takeadvanmge of the rich
history of opera, and the eruiched

terestinglyenough, Matisse never
painted direct self-portraits but
instead kept his presence hidden
in paintings of other people. This
can be seen in "Carmalina,u in
which he hides in a motif.
Elderfield insists that although
Matisse hides in these depictions,
he is not really hiding at all.
Elderfield wanted to use the
1
' Pink Nude"
(1935) in this
exhibition, even
it is an

hbrettoonlyhelpedhimachievesuch

depth.
The production design for "ShiningBrow'' was done by David Bim,a
trueexpertinhisfield. Sorneeffectsto

beexpectedincludelargepanelsreplicating Wright's stained glass windows, for which he was famous.
Though relinquishing some control
to Bimmightmake some composers
amdous, Hagen said that he hasbeen
treated well by the opera company,
and that this has been a goodexperiei'ME.

Having spent ahnost two years
completing this opera, which is rapidlyapproachingitspremiere,Daron
Hagen appeared remarkably ca1m.
He expects to inita.tetheintelligentia
in some of the rather avant-garde
scenes, such as where construction
workers sing the blues, but with a
strong stoty, music, sets and perfonners, ''Shining Brow'' justmighta
great success for the Bard professor.. V'

unfinished painting. Matisse
walked away from the picture; he
had the 11••• wonderful sense to
leave it alone." Elder!ield con·
tends that he included the paint·
ings of Matisse's own studio, because they are something which
no exhibition could record.
Elderfield concluded his lecture
by stating that even an exhibition
has to acknowledge defeat. 'J'

PLANNED PARENTHOOD
of Dutchess-Ulster, Inc.
10. Prince Street, Red Hook, New York
Phone: (914) 758-2032
Hours
Monday and Wednesday, 9:00a.m.- 4:00p.m.

By Appointment
Birth Control, Pregnancy Testing, HIV Teating

Art sLippli~s
The Hudson Valleys largest dealer in fine and graphic art materials: paints,
brushes, canvas, sculpting supplie&-affers 20% discount to Bard students...

Woodstock
35 Mill Road
(914) 679-2251

Kingston
328 Wall Street
{914) 331-7780

Passl•on Fish

""-·...-... - l l f l...

t·--

john !a~es• loob at the pottltt force Of friencbhip in his
lim Nominated for Hst Stlttnplay I hrt actrm. l

3126 • ~II: Frl& Sat, 6t45 & 9:30;
Mon, 8:30; Tu...Thun, 7:30

3127-29: Sat, 4:30,

Poughkeepsie .. 807 Main Street

lut tJmes: Wed & Thurs, 7:00 & 9:00
Drew 8af'¥110n & james l.tGros u star-c!Wed lovers who,
bekln you un 53Y parole vidation, are on th bm A.

THE

IIW

Sun, 3:00 & 8:00;

Q

(Sip. Admissiom)

Sun, 6:00; Mon, 6:.f5
A~th ritals- u CrdlodDX rabbi &a Yiddish writer· unupe<ttcly mtft a1ain in 1941 in Hontml

after suMvi the HoiOQIJst & <OatiAUe their

•
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Sports

YEEEEEEEHAW, sports fans.
Well,itwasa neolithic kinda week,.
'With the sweat-ridden results of
the intramural-make ya
hurl basky
ball tourney
.comin' right
down our
'ollective all'ey, and into
~inky,

Observer
holdin' hands.
For the women: Lace and
Leather, those two great taste-.; that
go great together, hit the coart to
produce a 30-26 score with Lace
emerging ·victorious. And that
friends, was the final score for the
women's season.
And tlte men: Tons-o-baskets.
Da Real Deal chewed up Flight
82-49. UquidSmokedid the thing
with Faculty/Staff 83-40. Righteously Raw, Rare, and Red was
rude with Ballistic 38-34. Team
Pus festered onto Recyclable and
put them in the correct bin at60-8.

at the gym, waiting to be devoured
by squash playing-types. And
such was the day when victoriously there came forth one man
who was not expected to emerge
thus. And one woman whose
squash playing skill wasn't the
least bit tender. And how did it
happen that these two raquetwielding never-yielding dynamos
caused such woes? Ussen. Okay,
so this dude, Shery Hameed,
who's like not at aU a guy who
people are expecting do win the
toumamentbeatsoutAmerLatif.,
who's like REALLY good, like in
the third stage of the single eliminationtournament.Across,onthe
other side of things, Mark Lytle
beatFrederickBouchardy,pitting
HarneedandLytletogetherinthat
plexiglass lined
Step. parry, thrust at the Bard Fencing Open Invitational Tournament.
court-o-doom.
in men'ssabre), Shawn Taylor (6th
Hameed won.
Squish Squash In my
in epee), and Todd Hefner (4th in
Yeah, so that's
Stevenson's Cup
foil). And to top this all off,
what happened.
Stephen and Todd were named to
That'sright,lastSaturdaythere
And from the
the lAC all-conference fencing werelittleorangeslicesandcook- women's side of
team!
iesand goodies and stuff lined up things. VaiNehez

Love, love me

This Saturday Last, Bard held
the Fencing Tourney Open. Since
itwasanopenevent,anyonecould
come and play,collegestudentor
no. But from our beloved fencing
team, JenShirk, Angie Jancus and
Spring is busy nipping at
Amy Pfeffer finished in order: 1, March's heels, and around the
2, 3 in the women's foil. This gym, that means tennis! Bard's
make them eligible for the Naown Ments
tionals, hooray! Also eligible are
Varsity team
Bard'sownStephenStephens(3rd
is now practicing and
getting
geared up for

Mexi~Fare
~~--- ... ----~

Italian -American Dining
Full Service Dining Room
For. • Qulclc Lunch

Free Delivery Now
and Village of Rhinebeck
Sun. thru Thurs. 6pm-10pm

28 Montgomery Street
Rhinebeck. NY

(914) 87(;-6816

u"'

do~·

Right in your own back yard.
· We'll be swimming. We1 ll be
running. We'll be buying
'thalons. When? Saturday, April
17th. Enter by March 29th with
Carla Davis at ext. 529. Plus get
beautiful colorful stimplystamply
marky marks next to your name
in the Bard Lap ChalJenge. Talk to
Carla 'bout that one, too. That's
all sports fans.
tJ&

r'

:

:

Men•s varsity

tennis

I

~

Joel Tomson got his first good
look at the Bard team this Friday,
when they played a scrimmage
against SUNY New Paltz. The
coach was very optimistic about
the squad's chances. "There are
three very strong players on the
team this year, all of which have a
good chance at taking the number
some big one position on the team... Last
time tennis year's number one player, Henry
fun and huge Ringel, will be captain of the team
contracts this year. He has experience as a
fromNike! Since the Blizzard has higher and lower·ranked. player
left the Bard team without a true on the Bard team,. and Tomson
court on which to practice, Coach expects him to come into his own

CJ'S PIZZA NORTH

Available to Bard campus

The Bard Biathlon

:p·
,o. ··r···,;t···'s·
S. ..-h=
. :. . ) . . d. / .. : . .. : ······~
sc .. -e'· · . :u.~•·

Fencing Open

American & Anthentf.c

jumpsinfromoutofnowhereand
Mami Bouchardy returns. She
swings. She swings back. Furious. Death-defying. Oh, what the
heck, why lead you on in this
rambling diatribe? She swings!
Bouchardy wins. Yea!

Sat. 3/27 - at NY
Polytech - noon
this season.
In addition to
Ringel, two new-

comers to Bard
are showing con·

Tues. 3130 - at
SUNY New Paltz- 4pm
Wed. 3/31 - home v.
Steven's Tech - 4pm

siderable
competetiveabili ty.
Clinton
Adams, a transfer student, has
been playing tennis since high
school, and will definitely con·
tribute to the team's success. In
addition, first-year student Jeff
Carter, who Joel Tomson calls "the
best new player on the squad,"
will be vying for the top spot.
Not to be forgotten are the other
Bard Veterans. Gabor Bognar,last
year's #3 player, performed well
against New Paltz, and Billy
Yeskel, Michael Poirier and
Damnath DeTissera are all expected to contribute to the cause.
llyas Washington, Gilbert Afonso
and Kevin Wolff joined the squad
last year, and are practicing their
guts out (get it?) in the preseason.
Also joining the team are impressive newcomers David Yee,

Tor Loney, and senior Steve
Moyer. Since CoachTomson must
pick his best six players to com·
pete in the singles, he will certainly have his hands full come
the first match, this Saturday versus New York Polytech. Unlike
last year's team, which went 1-9
for the season, this year's squad
has a dimension they had two
years ago when the team went 112 for the year. Tomson said that
two years ago "most of those
games were decided by the good
players we had 'at the lower
rankings pulling out their games.
That team had a depth which we
lacked last year. This year, I think,
we•re gonna surprise a lot of the
teams we go up against."
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None of that jaZz

byMa~~ ~pple· =
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asking .w!ty ~rewere ·' rio . si~ an~here . abO.iit tM'M,cilidaJ~':·
Octet's perio~fiCe~·I sq~ ))ave nci :~~~·": . :: .. :.··..,..:.·.·:··=· · · ·

>=,

The.l!ntefta~erit. Comrni~ee ·sP9.1lsoied·th~.M~l\~~~: qcte~, a:

jazz band fo\lnded by a Batd al~mnus Qoh.n L¢~~n "~2.):Wi.nfmY:.
money. Wl1e~ jazz. bands played at Bard during the p@ous.two·
semes~el"$1 5.rad Richman ·a nd ~ob . Brunner, ·then
()f the ·

heads

En~tainm~fCOffimitice, alfl1o.S.! brf).k~~vei\hy. se]li&s .~4~.t~~o .
the jazz performances~ The O,li11 Ayqitoriull'l·w~·s packed,foi- ill€{
David¥~r.rityoet~t; it was.n~fful~f()rth.eEither/Oi¢.b~s'tra.):.ast

WedneSdaY.th~ ·:were. precisCt.~i .si~· pecip1e:u1·the =~tidh1nce. 'by,:.

sJ.1ow,time~}.Vh¢l)Jh.e grp~p. fiJ1a}lydidgo oifstage.at a .q~rler

after·¢~~t,..t~~-a\l~ence.. ~djt\m<5,$.~::e(}uWled. the ayffrage, A~terit ·
dance
afariy 'giVen
Bard·
athletic
event~ dozen. : · .: <·=·· =...... · ·• · .. ·
..
. -·>·-:-:-. ··::.· . .
. ·' .,'
;·
' . - "< ., . - :. - · ·. · '' ''· ·.•·.·. - -:-·. ·.. _. . . _.·; .;.:.-:.:.::::::::··::·:::·:·. ...-.·. :::>-·.· ...•. .·. :-._:::::.
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Jan Kavan continued .

•. ;.· """''<:,:.::-:.:::::::'
1

:- . ---- ..

continutd from page 3 promise confederation. Each exror."Intheantagooismbetweenthose pressedhisrremgeinvirulenttenns ,
woo had amfonrai and those woo making debate too lmted for levelopenly resisted, the larger group headed reasming. The result? As of
dominared,seizingamtrolofthema- lastllU\t:l\acnrdingtoKavan,halfof
chineryof government
theCm:h population said that they
What obstacles must the Czech ,.stillwereunsureaboutwhythesplitof
politicians overcome to create a ~nation was inevitable:'
derrocratic govemment? Kavan beKavano~allofthelegislative
lieves that they must escape the in- measures that promoted the breakgrairo:l miOOset of seeng all conflict up ard regrets that tre division was
in terms of Us against 1rem. Political not circumvented: NJ: am old-fashdeOO.te,hesays,hasinherited ~com- ioned,naive,andlstillsupportHavel's
munist lackoflegala~, in that old vision of a cooperative Europe of
oPJX>Sitionmustalways be framed as nations integrated through mutal detheernny,and that all political battles pendcnce. . .I have a distrust towards
are to be wag'Erl in .ua life and death the notion ci dividing Europe into
struggletopreservetrero:nurongood ·· nationsofrorrogeneousgroups,each
by crushing tln;e who otstruct the withalloneethnidty,religion,politics,
majority's airm."
etc.~ as the only way that democracy
The break-up of Czechoslovakia can wmk"
providesanexampleofthisrncntality.
I<avanpointed totresurgeinCzech
11

Slovakian politicians framed what
I<avan called iitheir reasonable de-

repJare the Iron Curtain across Europe, perllaps a 'Velvety Curtain.'"
Czech nationalism has threaterm
Kavan's own credibility. In an act of

historical second-guessing, some
Czedlshaveasserted thatmanyofthe

dissidents were rrerely oonuntmist
agents acting to simulate and thus
control social I'€Sistance.lrey ~
late that even tre Velvet Revolution
was actually agreed upon by~rom
mtmists in power. Kavan finds this
absurd. Butt the fact that recrossed. the
borrl.er out of Czcchos1ovakia three
tilre>witivJutbeingcaughtimplicates
~ at least among sorre Czech
autb>ritcs, 4s having f6:ret service
connections, if rot to tre communist
StB then to tre OA
Kavan,stillarnutiousoptimist.looks
to the move toward a l.mited Europe
with great hope. lf tre Czechs and

nationalismasabacklashtothebreak- Slovaks want to pin Europe, they are

up, which has expressed itself in
growing public animosity towards
Romanian refugees pl$ing through
the Republic to Germany. i~Our German friends would like us to prevent
these refugees from. ooming a.ciD$
our border ... I am disturlxrl at the

mands''.fbrmaterialattentiontotrru
provinces in the unreasonable Ianguage of nationalism. Havel, stooping to tre debilitating politics re so
much despises, responded by framing the argument in tenns of Federation or Apocalypse, instead of a oom- idea of creating a new division to

goingtohavetoslrlvetlrirselfi.shness
and make a::onomic tics with each
otre- and with tre rest of Europe.
Althoughreoommentcd that writers

havenotspokenoutin thisnewpolitical crossroads as t:lq have before,

Kavanisanobviousexamplehimself
of a writer doing exactly that.

fJ"

Posters vvere covvardly attacks
Dear Everyone:

This is a letter prompted by

Jennette Montalvo's open letter to
the Bard Community in the March
17th0bseroerandinresponsetoth e
discussion about the ~~£.eo Smith"
controversy. Ms. Montalvo attempts to defend the anonymQ.US
poster writers who put up anumber of offensive posters with which
I'm sure we're an familiar. She
would have us believe that this is
merelyanexpressionofso~s

Leo Smith continued
aJrlmaulll from ,.,.to a job that didn't eXist-now I'm enoouraged toapplyforanotherposition but I no longer bust that my
casewou1dbehand1ed fairly. I, like
anyone, need adequate notice so
that I can find another job if my
present job has been terminated.
Frankly, rm qua1ified lor this full
time tenureposi.tio~ I would have
appreciated a straight answer on
mycase,a straight decision. Everyone had a different story, and in
order to move on with my life if I
have to, I would have needed adequate notice. This has not been the

until people begin to Jeam 1he art of
maldngdecisioasbasedonright.not
somegeo-politiall alOSCiousness.
Everybody I see regalding my
job points the finger at someone
else. It seems to me that America's
JOOSt renowned woman composer
· amnotimpactherwillondedsion s
regarding the Music Department,
lurther, I would like to know who
has the power at Bard to make dedsionsand why aD of a sudden no
one has any power when I try to
find outwhafs what. So regarding
theseci.rcumstances,decidingtob e
a candidate lor this affair, as you
may realize, is not an easy thing to
do.
·
My ream! should speak for itself-l've been through the proce-

dureanumberoftimesaJreadyfo r

case.lftbeMusicDept.trulywante d
me there, 1 would be there-there
would be no nation-wide search
for someone who fitsmyquatifications so exactly.

Wadada Leo Smith

right to free speech. This is true,but
only in part. It is everyone's right
here at Bard to put up any poster
they wish to, regardless of mntent
. or taste, and people arlainly do.
What~ and many others, found so
offensive about the posters were
thattbeywereslanderouspenona l

the music department happens to
have the last name Tower? That
poster was a calculated personal
attack against Joan Tower. The
issue of intellectual elitism is certainly valid. However, Joan Tower
is not the appropriate target for
such complaints. I have been a

student of hers for one and half
years and she has never expressed
anything less than great interest
and admiration for all types of
music. I remember her discussing
the need for more non-classically
oriented professors well before
tbissemestel"soontmversybegan .
Another poster referred to the
timeliness of the music department. I suppose Ms. Montalvo
would have us believe that it :was

also another coincidence that the
poster seemed to make reference

attacks against specific professors to LuisGarcia-Renart'sstatements
that he was always on time. Anand that they were a:nOnymJUS.
rll'St, let me address the sian- other coincidence? The poster
derouscontentoftheposters.Ms . writel"s must. su~ly have been
Montalvo makes a pretty good referring solely to the music
argument saying that the posters department'sheavyconcentratio n
referring to ""the Ivory Tower-' in classical music and I have no
weres only protesting the •aca- doubt any implied slur towards
demic snobbery and prejudice* at Luis was just a random conjuncBard. This interpretation is un- tion of phrasing. Sure, and Leon
doubtedly correct, at least par- moolights as a blues singer in a
tially. It is true that there is *aca- bar in New Paltz.
To address the issue of anodemicsnobberyand prejudi~ at
Bard and it is true that the ~ter nymity, let me just say this. If
was protesting it. But is it merely something is not worth defendroinddence that the chainnan of ing and owning up to, then it is

not worth saying. These poster
writers were too afraid to openly
confront any of the professors in
the music deparbnent which is
probably due to the fact that they
themselves were awdre of the
slanderous nature of the posters.
If they really thought they had
valid points (and in some ways
they did) then they could have
written a letter to the editor, for
the Another View column, or just
signed their name to their work.
The anonymity of the posters
leads me to only one conclusion,
the writers knew the posters were
slanderous and were afraid to take
the heat that they were bound to
receive.. It surprises me that anyone can attempt to justify their
cowardly actions.
Ms. Montalvo can talk all she
wants about attacks Nagainst
academic snobbery and preju... I
dice" or an attempt to •force a
reevaluation of the department"
and try to justify the immaturity
of some cloak·and-dagger
hatemongers. Trying to justify
these posters by saying that they
provoked discussion in the music
deparbnentisliketryingtojustif y
the violence of the L.A. riots because they provoked discussion
of racism.
David Rolsky

THE BARD OBSERVER

The Great Poster
To the editor:

InmyJohnny-CoJMo-Latelyesque
(?)haste to submit a letter while the
issue was still somewhat timely, I
made tOO near fatal mistake of assumption. We all know what happens when you do that
Jennette Montalvo is right to
criticizemyneglect(Letters,March
17th) in not checking whether or
not another Jetter, oontaining the
now infamous quote of Joan
Tower's regarding Leo Smitl\ existed before taking 11themoral high
ground and rant(ing]." For this I

Letters· · · ·
contr~versy

offer my sincere apology to evetyone involved.
Nonetheless, I must take issue
with Ms. Montalvo's romantic notion of the poster campaign as an
effortofthepoorand unrepresented
peopleofBardtoprovokethought.
Theposterslspecificallymentioned
were designed to lead one to the
conclusions that 1) The music department was responsible for the
Nfiring" of Leo Smith; 2) As the
headofthedepartmentJoanTower
was ultimately behind this action

and;3)Thisdedsion was motivated
by Joan Tower's racism.

Keep Leo Smith here
To the community,
Wadada Leo Smith has been my
advisor for nearly four years and is
one of·m y closest friends. I became
angrywhenlread the editorial (sic]
by Gabriel Wardell and Kate
McCumber-Goldringentitled '~e
Time to Act is Now' (Bard Observer,
March 5, 1993). They wrote
u •• • many students would rather
protest an unpopular decision after
the fact than take any necessary,
preventative steps beforehand, by

actively conn"buting in the process
and contributing letters of written
testimony." I led a Jetter writing
campaign on Wadada's behalf

nearly a year ago. I personally wrote
a five page letter sharing what my
experience has been as one of
Wadada'sadvisees. Hisfilehasover
ten student letters most of which
are at least two pages.
Wadada's style of teaching, in
which he stresses the development
of the indvidual voice, is unusual
and has been perfect for me. Some

A

•s Ll!e

people may want a a more structured and rigorous jazz program
with classes that will drill students
in technical skills. It seems that
classes like these m needed and
would be a perfect balance. to
Wadada's ''freer'' style of teaching.
Thanks to the efforts of Canra
Holt, there was a meetingaooupleof
weeks ago attended by many of the
Music IRpt.'s students and faculty.
The idea was raised that instead of
creating one full time tenure track
position in jazz, why not create two
part-time tenure track positions,
keeping Prof. Smith and firding another person woo would meet the
needs of those who feel they are not
getting what trey srould. I rope
somelxxiy is out there reading this
who cares enough to thinkalxrutthis
proposition. Wadada is the rrost
positivepersonlhaveevermetand it
would be a sharre for Bard to lose
him from its community.
Peter Caigan
Senior Music Major

David Dra er

To say that the tenn ''Ivory

Tower" was used primarily as a
literary allusion, or as a metaphor
for'•fouryearresortswhereaper-

son can get intellectual" strikes
me as blatantly disingenuous
... even a little bit silly. Let's be
serious, did anybody read that
sign without perceiving a direct
reference to Joan?
The unfortunatequote,and I do
not argue that it was otherwise,
when taken out of context from
the original letter and put in the
new context of the other posters,
wasclearlynotused to point out a
racist statement by a person not
actively raci~t If the entire letter
were posted, however, even with
the offending quote highlighted,
I'm sure that that is the picture
that would have emerged, much
to the posterer's dismay. Let's
keep in mind the difference between provoking thought, and
manipulating it.
FinaJly, I referred to Joan's stature as a composer, and as a
'•prominent full time professor
and department head" only to
point out that she is, especially in
this community, a somewhat
publicfigure.Itisfine,commendable to uchallengeprominenceand
authority,"' but when you do, the
accusations you make (and accusationsofracism WERE implicitly
made) will stick to your target
long after, and whether or not,
sheisvindicated. Thatcarrieswith
it a certain responsibility and it
well-known
my
isn't
McCarthyistic bent that prompts
me to think that you aren't really
standing up for anything when
you throw these barbs behind a
veil of anonymity.

March 24 1993
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by Sean O'Neill

AND BONES

MIGHT 6REAl< MY
STICKS, BUT NAMES
WU.-\- NE.V£R HURT ME'·

PE.ER BONDING

·

Daniel Sonenberg

Overdue
apology
Dear Editor,
This is an overdue apology to the
bard community for the damage I
Bard soccer
have caused to the
field. Last semester out of my immaturityand unfamiliarity with the
campus grounds I accidentally
drove over the field with a car.
Fortunately the damage is repairable and the soccer field will be
opened at the planned date. Nevertheless I do apologize to the Bard
community and especially to the
athletes of Barel.

new

I<atunac Arsen
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*

EPC ....-llts: , _ ••k• th• call. The EPC will be polling students about the
Presidential Commission's Report on the Curriculum. Old Gym 9a-5p.

,* Ger•• T•ble In Kline•• College Room 5::10p.
* T•l• Fr•ncal-: Berets et baguettes required. Kllne•s President Room
5:30-fi:JOp.

* ALAIIIONIACOA. An anonymous program for persons who grew up in an alcoholic

family. Third Floar of Aspinwall, 8:30·9:30p.

*

.

OFFICE

*

*

THURSD AY. MARCH 25

EPC presents: you m•k• the call. The EPC will be polling students about the
Presidential Commission's Repo~ on the Curriculum. Old Gym 9a·5p.

* Vllltage Gothlng. Sale of previously worn wares.

all day.

Outside Kline Commons
1

* Tavola ltallana: Conversation

Kllne•s College Room.

* Russian Table

4::10-S:JOp.: Italian Table 5:30-6:30 In

*

FRIDAY. MARCH 26 * ~
* liPC presents: you make the a~ll. The EPC will be polling students about the

* ,_ Fllture of Eastern Europe will be discussed in President Botstein's house

over a continental breakfast. Presldefltls House. 8::J0-10:30a. Number of students
limited to twenty-five. Sign up in the Dean of Students' Office.

*

Dlstlllgulshecl Guest Ucturer Series "United States Development in the
1980's"; Albert Ando, Professor of Economics, University of Pennsylvania. 4pr Jerome
Levy &c:-••lcs IBsttt:ut..

*

SliAR •eetl•ll· Students for Education Against Racism meets In the
M-1"00111 of Olla, 5::10p. Please come and bring your ideas and support.

* Sbldent Center Movies! Kick back and watch the Film Committee's

presentation of Barton Fink . Directed and produced by the Cohen Brothers. Stars John
Tutoro and John Goodman. Old Gym. 7p for non-smokers and 9p for
...okers.

*

•women of Bard. • Panel discussion in celebration of Women's History Month.
Come hear faculty and students of different cultures share their experiences of life before
Bard and at Bard. 1:n Olin ZO:J, 7:30p. Presented by the Women's Center.

*

Aalerlcan Symphony Chatnber Orchestl'a Hear the works of Beethoven,
Henri Lazerof andVictor Herbert conducted by Bard's own Leon Botstein. Guest solo
appearances by violist Paul Silverthorne and cellist Evan Drachman. Olin
Alldltarlum. Pre-concert talk at 7p. Concert begins lit Bp.

*

Pbly
ALittleNot Pure Enough & The Just Add Water Woman, writtep and
directed by Wah Friedland and Sativa Peterson. Scene Shop The~if!ere., Bp.

*

SUNDAY . MARCH 28

*

* Learn Chapel tuaes. Spiritual fulfillment through song.

*

"'

1993

Bard Chapel at 6·

*

Non-denomin ational service. Join in worship with your fellow theists. Barel
Chapel at 7•7::JOp.

*

Student Center Movies! See Dark Passage Starring Humphrey Bogart and
Lauren Bacall. Old Ciymr 7p for nan-smaken and 9p for smokers.

* Is that a pia»" or are tlley Jast actlng7 ALittleNot Pure Enough & The Just Md
Water Woman written and directed by Lilah Friedland and Sativa Peterson. Barcl•s

Scene Shop Theatere., Bp.. matinee .t :Jp.

*

*

MONDA Y. MARCH 29

*

Women•s Center Meeting at Gp In Kllne•s Com•ttte. Room. (March is
Women's History Month.)

*

Observer Meeting. Write, take pictures, draw cartoons or wear silly hats made of
newspaper at 6:30p In the basement of Tewksbury.

*

ACOA Meeting. Adult Children of Alcoholics meets In Red Hook.. 50 South
Broadway at 8p. Contact Jeff Huang at ext. 539 in the Career Development Office
for more mtoi'I11.8tlon.

* s.-.••• a.....

with English subtitles. Vena ver.peliculas en espanol todos los
lunes en Oil• 309 at 7p.

*

Help bring about world peace.The 1SO eases international tensions and midterm woes with a mid-semester blow-out. Old Gymr 10:30p.

TUESDA Y. MARCH 30

*

* Chrlstla• Fellowship Meeting. Bible study, prayer and spiritual nourishment.
In the Bard Chapelr 7:30.

*

*

•VIetnam at tlae Movies• Institute for Writing and ThinkingLocal Knowledge
Workshop explores how films shape our sense of history and how writers can help
students become more critical viewers. C.ll 758-7484 for more InforMation.

•I'OIInd.

31

7p.

Presidential Commission's Report on the Curriculum. Old Gym 9•·5p.

*

.

MARCH

*

*

SATURD AY. MARCH 27

TO

BAGLE Meeting. Bisexuals, Activists, Gays, Lesbians, Et. al. will meet each week
at 7p In the Club Room In the Old Gym.

In Kllne•s CoUege Room., 5p-6:30p.

SMACES Meeting. Sexual Minorities Aligned for Community Education and
Support will meet each week at 7:30p In the Oub Room In the Old Gym.

*

i
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WEDNES DAY. MARCH 31 .

*

* German Table In Kline•• College Roona S::tOp.
* •ubenrton• a cloc•Rtentary. A controversial film that documents an Mrican-

American battalion in the then-segregated U.S. Army that fought in World War II and
liberated certain concentration camps. 7p In Olin 204. A powerful look at the links
between racism and anti-Semitism brought to you by the JSO.

*

~ONIACOA. An anonymous program for persons who grew up in an
alcoholic family. Third floor of Aspinwall, 8:30·9:30p.

